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Abstract

BBC R&D have now been holding Open Days every other year for eight years.
Each major project puts on a demonstration or demonstrations for a group of
visitors which includes BBC colleagues, government, industry, academia, and our
own families.
The 2005 Open Days were held on 7th, 8th and 9th of June.
This document contains the handouts created to accompany the demonstrations.
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Business Interchange of Interactive Television Content
Today's digital television platforms offer a wide variety of
interactive services. However, the majority of interactive
content is developed in non-portable ways, targeting specific
platforms. This is in part because:
x Authoring tools and content management systems have
proprietary output formats
x Each digital television platform uses a different interactive
technology.
The resulting high production costs mean that interactive
content is often limited to high-profile programming and
revenue generating propositions. Even when interactive
content is created with portability in mind, the techniques and
formats used tend to be proprietary in nature, making
deployment beyond primary target platforms non-trivial.
The DVB's portable content format (PCF) is being developed
to address this trend. It will enable business-to-business
interchange of service descriptions between both:
x Content providers and content providers, including
between different authoring tools;
x Content providers and platform operators.
With the PCF it will be possible for a large amount of
interactive content to be authored without knowledge of the
interactive technology deployed in a potential target platform.
The PCF will provide a standard format for the description of
an author’s intended viewer experience of an interactive
service, which can be translated as required for each target
platform. The PCF is being developed so that translations to a
wide variety of target platforms can take place in a highly
automated manner. In addition to simplifying the task of
business interchange this has the potential to:
x Increase the ability to use of the best possible tool at all
points of the iTV production chain;

authoring tools

PCF

PCF

PCF

x Reduce the effort required to deploy interactive content
beyond primary markets;
x Stimulate new business models due the overall reduction
in production costs.
The PCF is being developed so as to be capable of describing
the majority of existing interactive services. Those that it is
not capable of describing fully, such as reactive (or “twitch”)
games, would still benefit in some way from the interoperable
framework that the PCF will provide.
The PCF is not being developed as an interactive television
middleware, since DVB has already standardised such a
technology in the form of Multimedia Home Platform (MHP).
However, the PCF will enable a greater volume of interactive
content to be made available to MHP based platforms by
significantly reducing the amount of re-authoring of services
that will be required. In this way it is a complementary
technology to both MHP and other existing interactive
middlewares.
Furthermore, the PCF will not provide solutions for intrinsic
practical issues, such as a platform not having a return path or
part of the screen being reserved by a platform operator for
special platform features or branding. Instead, the PCF will
preserve the user experience of a service very closely across
platforms. In this way, it is analogous to the way in which a
PDF reader will render Adobe’s Portable Document Format
(PDF) within the constraints of a particular system (for
example the rendering of content on a Mac OS versus a PDA).
A first version of the PCF specification is planned for delivery
to the DVB Technical Module in late 2005. It is anticipated
that tools, products and services will become available
during 2006.

platforms

MHEG-5

OpenTV

Liberate

The PCF is being developed to enable automatic translation into platform-specific formats.
The BBC has a strong presence on the DVB-PCF Technical Module subgroup having
been developing cross-platform authoring technologies for the BBC for five years.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Cascaded Audio Coding
Maintaining audio quality
Audio coding (in this case bit rate reduction, or data
compression) is used to :reduce data storage costs;
reduce transmission bandwidth;
reduce data transfer time.
You might be familiar already with one coding
system, "MP3" (MPEG Layer III). Many others are
in use, and an audio signal might be coded and
decoded in several different ways on the way from
its source to its audience: The sound can be recorded in one of several
source formats, for example, minidisc, MP3, or
uncompressed PCM.
The signal is sent over a contribution link, perhaps
an ISDN circuit, to the studio. This could use an
ADPCM coder (such as APT-X), or MPEG Layer II
or Layer III.
Some audio editing systems in the studio make use
of coding too: for simplicity, we have assumed only
MPEG Layer II here in our investigations.
The signal is sent from the studio to the transmitter
over a distribution link: Energis provides an optical
fibre network attached to National Grid pylons. We
have assumed MPEG Layer II here too.
Finally, the signal has to be coded for emission.
For digital TV and DAB Digital Radio this is MPEG
Layer II. Several different bit rates are used,
depending on the number of services to be
broadcast.

over 50,000. A subset of these was chosen as
being representative of what is actually used now,
or might be used in the foreseeable future.
A range of audio test material was played through
these chains of coders and then put through
rigorous objective and subjective assessment. The
objective quality measurements were used to
select the 39 chains that were then used in the
listening tests.

Your subjective opinion
The results of the EBU project are now available to
EBU members and will be published more widely at
IBC in September.
In this demonstration you can listen to two of the
test items through 6 of the 39 chains. Use the two
buttons on the left of the panel to select which item
you want to hear. Use the buttons on the right to
select which coding chain you want to hear.
Adjust the volume on the headphones as you wish.
The grades next to the buttons on the right show
the average score given by the listeners in the
subjective tests conducted here and at other EBU
broadcaster sites. Your opinion may differ - it is
subjective, and the listening tests were conducted
in a quite environment!
The "boost" button emphasises the differences
caused by the coding chains. Use it to train your
ears to hear the artefacts generated.

Each coding and decoding may make insignificant
differences in itself, but the cumulative effect can
be a problem.

A comprehensive study of cascaded coding
BBC Research and Development was a major
contributor to the recent study of cascaded audio
coding conducted by the EBU project group B/AIM.
In this study a wide range of different coders that
might be used in a broadcast chain was identified.
The number of possible combinations of these was
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Contact: andrew.mason@rd.bbc.co.uk

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Closed Signing for Digital Television
What is closed signing?

Avatar Signing

Signing is currently delivered in an open format, as
part of the transmitted picture. This is not ideal, as
most viewers prefer to see the programme in its
original form. For this reason, open signing is often
transmitted late at night.

In avatar signing, motion information would be
broadcast together with the programme. This
information would then be used to animate a
computer-generated character (an “avatar”),
rendered in the viewer’s receiver to reproduce the
signing. It has been suggested that this could
require less bit rate than video coding.

Closed signing, like most subtitles, is a system
where the viewer can choose whether or not to
view the service. Closed signing could allow Deaf
viewers to watch signed programming at normal
scheduled times, as most viewers will still see the
normal programme video without a signer. Extra
functionality in the receiver would allow an in-vision
signer to be added to the programme video.
There are two methods for encoding signing
information in the digital domain: avatar signing
and video coding.
Both methods have been
investigated at BBC R&D and are described below.

Video Coding with Dirac
Encoding a video of the signer allows this image to
be transmitted to the viewer, so that the picture
looks familiar to those who are used to open
signing.
By using recent video compression
algorithms, this video can be fitted into a much
smaller bandwidth than would be possible using
MPEG-2 technology.
A number of video coding algorithms have been
investigated at BBC R&D. These include MPEG-4
and H.264 (also known as MPEG-4 AVC), which
were designed to supersede MPEG-2. For signing
images, these algorithms provide a significant
reduction in bit-rate: 150-250 kbit/sec compared to
around 900 kbit/sec for MPEG-2. However, the
cost of licensing such technologies is not trivial,
and it is not possible to optimise the algorithms to
improve their performance on signing images.
Dirac is a video coding system that is being
developed at BBC R&D, and provides compression
that is comparable to that of state-of-the-art
technologies such as MPEG-4 and H.264. It is
being developed as an Open Source project; this
means that we are able to add functionality to
create a system that is optimised for the signing
application. It is also royalty-free, which reduces
the cost of encoders and decoders, both for the
BBC and viewers, as well as allowing efficient use
of the limited spectrum for Digital Terrestrial
Television.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

It is not possible to animate the avatar directly from
text such as subtitles because translation from
English text to British Sign Language is too difficult
at present. Instead we capture the motion of the
signers as they sign the programme, and use this
to animate the avatar. The signers wear markers
on their face, hands and body, and these are
tracked by a Motion Analysis “Eagle” system. This
type of system has been used in films such as
“Lord of the Rings” and “The Polar Express”.
The tracked data is “cleaned up” to remove errors
and then translated into skeletal rotations and facial
expressions. These animate the avatar, designed
for us by Televirtual.
The system is not yet capable of adequate signing
for television. The main outstanding problems are
the excessively long time required to clean up the
data, the inaccurate reproduction of finger bends
and positions and the insufficient level of facial
expression on the avatar.
If appropriate techniques emerge to tackle these
problems, then further work on avatar signing will
be conducted.

Contact: susannaf@rd.bbc.co.uk

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Control of network based broadcasting equipment
As computer based network technologies
become ever more prevalent in the
broadcasting industry, an open standard
for the management of network connected
products will become essential.

Agents collect data from the devices they manage
and store it in the MIB. The managed device
contains many objects such as configuration details
or performance statistics. Each device on the
network has its own (usually internal) SNMP agent
allowing that unit to be controlled.

Following on from the trial of AES47 based audio
products in Broadcasting House1, BBC R&D is
working on the development of a common
management protocol. This is being progressed
through the IEC standards body (as IEC 62379)
and the EBU, who have set up a working group to
contribute to the new standard (N/CNCS).

The technicalities of how SNMP relates to the
networked devices should be hidden from the user;
it is assumed that users will interact with touch
screen interfaces similar to those in use today.

A common control structure will allow the BBC to
purchase production structure from a number of
manufactures while being able to manage the
resulting networked systems in a simple and cost
effective way.

At the heart of the proposed standard is the MIB
which describes how audio and video functions are
controlled. It is arranged as a tree structure where
individual variables are represented as leaves in
the tree. Each variable is uniquely identified using
an Object Identifier (OID).

SNMP
Devices on the network are controlled using the
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).
Since its original development by the Internet
community, SNMP has become the de facto
standard for network management.
An SNMP system consists of three components:
managers, agents and MIB (Management Information
Base), creating a client-server architecture where
the agent is the server and the manager the client.

MIB

The MIB defines blocks which are combined to
map to the functionality of a product. For example,
the audio MIB includes blocks for faders, limiters
and time signal insertion (pips!), amongst others.
A key aim of the standard is to provide a framework
allowing different blocks to be added in the future –
either for standardised or manufacturer specific
functionality. To this end, blocks are referenced by
an OID and a table detailing its inputs and outputs.

Demonstration
SNMP
Agent

MIB

SNMP
Agent

MIB

SNMP
Manager
Network
SNMP
Manager
SNMP
Agent

MIB

SNMP Structure

Managers allow you to perform tasks such as
querying agents, getting responses from agents
and setting variables in agents. It is through setting
particular variables that a unit is triggered to do
something.
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Aspects of the audio MIB are demonstrated using a
Transmission Stream Manager, installed as part of
the redevelopment of Broadcasting House, and a
simple PC based test interface which acts as an
SNMP manager.
On the outside, this may not appear revolutionary.
The key is the infrastructure used: traditional
broadcast cabling has been replaced with network
technologies and the use of SNMP provides a
common interface for all products in the broadcast
chain. Ultimately this will make the move to new
ways of working more manageable and affordable.
Contact: chris.chambers@rd.bbc.co.uk
1

See R&D White Paper 74 for details

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk

The BBC DAB On-Channel Repeater
A digital on-channel repeater can be used to fill
gaps in the coverage of the DAB network. It
receives a signal from a distant transmitter and
re-broadcasts an amplified version of it on the
same frequency. Digital echo-cancellation methods
are used in order to avoid instability caused by
parasitic coupling between the receiving and
transmitting antennas. Effective antenna isolation
can thereby be increased by up to 50 dB. Particular
care has been taken to keep the dynamic range
high to cope with the demands of a high-level of
adjacent channel interferer.

• www.bbc.co.uk/rd • info@rd.bbc.co.uk •

31 May 2005

Coverage repair application

The BBC DAB On-Channel Repeater
Specifications
General Features
•
•
•
•

•

Designed for DAB coverage extension and for repairing holes in coverage caused by local high-power adjacent
transmitters.
19 inch rack mounted.
Requires external power amplifier with output channel filter according to station specification.
Monitoring and control: Via USB PC interface.
• Monitoring:
• Signal level monitoring.
• Constellation.
• Filter tap display.
• Frequency response.
• Control:
• Convergence factor.
• Number of adaptive filter taps.
Power: 110 to 240 volts, 60 W, AC 50/60 Hz.

• www.bbc.co.uk/rd • info@rd.bbc.co.uk •

31 May 2005

Connection Details
Mains Input:

3-pin IEC, fused, switched.

DAB RF Input from receive antenna:

50 Ω, SMA, female
Min: −65 dBm wanted receive signal
Max: −12 dBm blocking from ‘on channel Tx’ and ‘adjacent
channel Tx’.

Reference Input (from coupler on transmitter feed):

50 Ω, SMA, female
Nominal ‘on channel Tx’ same as on DAB input (site
dependant)
Max level −12 dBm .

DAB RF output (to PA):

50 Ω, SMA, female
0 dBm max (AGC threshold is user controlled).

Monitoring / Control:

USB type B connector.

20 MHz IF monitor:

50 Ω, SMA, female
0 dBm.

Performance
•
•

Frequency range:
Input linearity:

•
•
•

Antenna isolation enhancement:
Feedback path delay spread:
Feedback doppler rate:

•

Fault tolerance

174 MHz – 230 MHz
a) up to 1 MHz offset (in-band): IP3 level: +15 dBm
b) above 1.5 MHz offset (adjacent band): IP3 level: +28 dBm
50 dB max (unwanted feedback is 35 dB max above wanted).
10 µs max.
up to 2 Hz with full cancellation performance
up to 10 Hz with reduced performance.
Automatic muting under fault conditions.
Fail-safe stability control.

For further details, contact Peter Moss, tel: 01737 839542
The information provided in this document is provisional and may be subject to change.
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Delivery of HDTV using advanced video compression
Need for efficient video codecs in Europe
High definition television is coming to Europe. The
demand will be driven by the increasing consumer
take up of large flat panel displays and high quality
video sources at home, such as new games
consoles, DVDs and HD camcorders. The visual
quality of today’s broadcast programmes will be
perceived as lower than these home sources. This
will place a demand on the broadcasters to deliver
higher quality images.
In Europe, there are many countries with close
borders, each wishing to provide multi-channel
digital television offerings to their audience. This
means that the spectrum available to deliver these
services is already crowded. To deliver high
definition programmes, broadcasters need to use
either higher bit-rate video coding, for which no
space is readily available, or take advantage of
new video compression technologies with greater
efficiencies.
For example a standard definition programme
being broadcast using MPEG-2 needs around
4 Mbps for reasonable quality. To encode an HD
programme with MPEG-2 and achieve a good
quality image, around 18 Mbps is required, over
four times the bandwidth. By adopting new
compression technologies, such as MPEG-4 part
10 AVC (H.264) or VC-1, similar quality can be
achieved with around 10Mbps.

settop box supplied by Eldon Technology and
based on the Broadcom decoder chips.

The video is then displayed on a plasma screen
and shows the quality that an H.264 HD service
could deliver. As hardware encoders improve, the
required bit rate is expected to drop to around
10Mbps.

VC1 over DVB-T
The smaller LCD monitor shows a 720p
programme which has been encoded using the
VC-1 video codec. It was encoded using nonrealtime software at 8 Mbps and shows the quality
that could be achieved once hardware as been
improved and developed. The DVB transport
stream is being played out from a server and
transmitted via DVB-T in the room. A PC with a
DVB-T tuner card is receiving the signal and
decoding the video using directshow filters
designed by Microsoft.

Live H.264 encoding over DVB-T
This demonstration shows a simple broadcast
chain. It connects an HD camera to the OB truck in
the front car park, where the live video is encoded
using the new Tandberg H.264 encoder EN5990.

This is a first generation H.264 encoder and is
currently encoding the 1080i signal at 15 Mbps.
This DVB transport stream is then broadcast via
DVB-T and received using an early prototype

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

World’s first satellite
advanced video codecs

delivery

using

At IBC 2004 in Amsterdam, we worked with Astra,
Microsoft, Moonlight and the DVB Project, to
demonstrate the delivery of two HD programmes
encoded with H.264 and VC-1 within a standard
DVB transport stream and being delivered using
DVB-S2. DVB-S2 gives a satellite transponder
capacity of 54Mbps so, when combined with
advanced codecs, it is possible to deliver about six
HD channels in a single transponder.
This demonstration was a world first for delivering
HD over DVB-S2 using both H.264 and VC-1 in the
same DVB transport stream and showed the
efficient way HD programmes could be delivered
across Europe.
Contact: simon.gauntlett@rd.bbc.co.uk

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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“video compression”

Perfectly reproduced moving pictures contain far more information than the human eye and brain can process.
By making use of known shortcomings in human perception, it is possible to generate imperfectly reproduced
moving pictures whose imperfections are not perceptible to the viewer. This means that the rate of information
needed to define moving pictures can be ‘compressed’ without loss of perceived picture quality. If we are
careful how we pack the data we can reduce the amount of data needed even further to produce a highly
“compressed” video signal.
The distribution, delivery and storage of digital video signals are essential to any modern broadcaster’s operations.
Video compression is used to exploit limited storage and transmission capacity as efficiently as possible. It is vital that
the BBC understands state of the art compression technology and can use it at reasonable cost and without
restrictions. To achieve these goals, we have invented and are developing our own open-source video compression
technology, which we call Dirac. It is comparable in performance to leading compression systems such as the latest
addition to MPEG-4 known as H264 or AVC, but is simpler to implement.
Dirac promises many benefits due to its openness and freedom from licence fees, which must be paid in order to use
today’s proprietary compression systems, and which weigh especially heavily on broadcasters like the BBC because of
our large audiences and wide variety of video services. Not only could Dirac reduce our costs, but it could also reduce the
cost of consumer equipment such as personal video recorders and home wireless networks, which require compression
technology. This could stimulate take-up of such equipment and allow the BBC to provide better services, such as video
on demand, while also reducing our own costs.
Efficient video compression would also improve the quality of video streamed over the Internet as well as facilitating the
introduction of new services like HDTV broadcasting and closed signing.
In spring 2004 we released the Dirac software open-source so that it could be developed collaboratively (like Linux, for
example) by anyone interested. Ultimately this may lead to an open standard, of benefit both to the BBC and to the wider
community – notably, our licence payers. It has been very well received since the launch; we have had interest ranging
from universities and large international companies to individuals. And since launch, video quality and compression
performance have improved, due in no small measure to the contributions from our open-source collaborators.
Dirac is still in the development phase but is maturing quickly. If it lives up to its promise it will yield a technology of
considerable value both to the BBC and to the wider community. For more information, and to download the software,
visit http://dirac.sourceforge.net
Philosophy
The key to Dirac is “keep it simple.” No modern compression system is exactly trivial, but great efforts towards
simplicity, plus copious documentation, have made Dirac easier to understand, implement and optimise. A small number
of core tools are used to achieve good subjective performance. In developing an Open Technology we could use the best
available techniques without the need to generate new patents, while still free to develop these in new ways. An example:
in Dirac, each frame has a unique frame number and contains the offset to the next frame – a ‘doubly linked list.’ This
makes navigating a stream both easier and quicker.
Technology
Dirac has two parts: a compression specification for bitstream and decoder, and software for compression and
decompression, which is portable across platforms and provides fast decoding, readily extendable to take advantage of
hardware support or assembly-language code.
The software has been developed first, and is being converged with the specification, which we hope will lead to a simple
and easily implementable specification.
Architecture
Dirac is a hybrid motion-compensated codec, but with the conventional block transforms (e.g. of MPEG1) replaced by a
single wavelet transform applied to the whole frame (Fig. 1). Image motion is tracked and used to predict subsequent
frames. The motion information is included as part of the compressed data. Wavelet transforms are applied to either
original frames or to the difference between the predicted and actual frame.
1

MPEG 2 is the ubiquitous compression technology used both for DVDs and in today’s digital broadcasting.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Motion
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Figure 1: Encoder Architecture (The decoder performs the inverse operations)
The wavelet transform is constructed by repeated filtering of signals into low- and high-frequency parts. For twodimensional signals this filtering occurs both horizontally and vertically. At each stage the low horizontal- low vertical
frequency subband is split further, resulting in logarithmic frequency decomposition into subbands.

Figure 3: Stages of a wavelet transform.
Figure 3 shows an original image on the left, a first level wavelet transform in the middle and a second level transform on
the right. Considering the first level transform, mid grey represents zero. So, although the transform is the same size as the
original, most of the information is now concentrated in the low frequency top left corner. If you look carefully you may
be able to see detail in the other parts of the transform but it is, obviously, at a much lower level. The transform packs
most of the information into only a proportion of the transform (the low frequency top left), which allows us to achieve
compression. A second level of transform coding can be used to pack the information even more tightly. The right hand
image of figure 3 performs a second wavelet transform, but this time only on the top left portion of the first level
transform.
After performing the wavelet transform Dirac selectively discards some information in the transform, a process known as
“quantisation”. This is where we take advantage of the shortcomings in human perception to disguise the loss of data.
Motion Compensation
Dirac uses motion compensation, as do many other systems, to achieve good compression. To avoid the block artefacts
common in other codecs, we estimate motion using overlapping blocks. Dirac also supports the use of global motion
estimates, which can specify camera motion, e.g. pans and zooms, in a few bytes and thereby reduce the bit rate.
Entropy coding
After applying the wavelet transform entropy coding is applied to minimise the number of bits used. The key to entropy
coding is to use a variable number of bits for the different values. Normally we use 8 bits to define the brightness of a
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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pixel. In the wavelet transform we can see, from figure 3, that many of the values are approximately zero. If we only use a
single bit to indicate a value of zero we immediately need far fewer bits to store the transform. Of course this only works
after wavelet transforming because few of the values in the original picture are zero.
Dirac uses an advanced technique for entropy coding called “arithmetic coding”, which is both flexible and efficient. The
non zero values in the higher frequency subbands of the wavelet transform (and they are there if you look carefully) are
often in the same part of the picture as they are in lower frequency subbands. That is, there are statistical correlations
across subbands. Dirac creates statistical models of these correlations and arithmetic coding allows us to exploit these
correlations to achieve better compression.
The motion information estimated at the encoder also uses statistical modelling and arithmetic coding to compress it into
the fewest number of bits. This compressed data is put into the bitstream, to be used by the decoder, as part of the
compressed video.
Dirac encoding
Key to Dirac is a software encoder. Although (so far) optimised less than the decoder, it has been designed for realistic
rather than ‘optimal’ encoding; it uses reduced-complexity rate-distortion optimisation to select quantisation parameters
and motion vectors. Motion estimation uses hierarchical block matching to reduce search costs. Dirac is designed to
allow for purely encoder-side psychovisual modelling so that future implementations have free choice of encoder control
methodologies
Implementation
Use of ISO C++ (GCC, GNU Build, Microsoft Visual C++) allows object oriented development on all common operating
systems. Dirac has been tested on GNU/Linux, BSD, Solaris, IRIX, Darwin and MS Windows 2000/XP.
A simple API has been written in C to allow integration into media players, video processing tools and streaming
software.
Dirac is released Open Source under the Mozilla triple licence; it can therefore be used in both free and proprietary
products and relicensed under the GPL or LGPL.
Bitstream
The bitstream syntax for Dirac is quite different from the conventional MPEG syntax. With a new codec we had the
opportunity to develop a new syntax, whilst learning from and incorporating some of the best features of the MPEG
syntax, to providing a simpler, more coherent and easier to use structure. We have been able to implement new features
not present in MPEG and omit obsolete features. For example each frame in a Dirac bitstream indicates where the
previous and next frame are in the bitstream. This is an unusual feature in compression systems and allows software that
uses Dirac to navigate much more easily through the bitstream. Simple bitstream navigation supports editing using
compressed video. Applications using older codecs that do not support this feature, such as MPEG2, require more
complex software and have reduced performance.
Performance
Good subjective performance is achieved by using a few tools guided by psychovisual criteria. Dirac derives much of its
power from the flexibility of these relatively simple tools. The use of variable-size blocks and variable levels of wavelet
decomposition means that Dirac can perform very well across a great range of picture sizes and bitrates.
Wavelets are a powerful compression tool because of their psychovisual properties. Wavelet compression yields quite
different and usually more acceptable artefacts than block transforms. The iterative nature of the transform effectively
applies short filters for high-frequency data and long filters for low-frequency data, which works well in coding edges.
The transform allows data redundancy across wide areas of a picture to be readily exploited.
The relative simplicity and clean architecture of Dirac support high performance. Such efficient implementations require
considerable optimisation effort, which the project is now beginning to address.
Since early in 2005 Dirac has been able to play back up to 1 Mbit/s video in real time, on ordinary PCs, running Windows
or Linux; quality approaches broadcast. As we optimise software, playback will continue to improve.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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The future
Dirac has been shown to provide high quality in real time, on a variety of platforms; but it is still in development. We
hope for significant improvements: maturing of the specification, and its convergence with the software. Compression
performance is expected to improve as features already in Dirac start to be exploited, and as code is written to use graphic
accelerators Support for Windows Media Player (among others) continues, and may be expected to strengthen.

Paul Dirac

The Dirac codec is named after the British Physicist
Paul Adrian Maurice Dirac. Although little known to the
public, Dirac (1902 –1984)] was one of the most
influential scientists of the 20th century. In 1933 he
shared the Nobel Prize for physics with Erwin
Schrödinger for his contributions to quantum mechanics.
Speaking at a ceremony to unveil a commemorative
plaque to Dirac in Westminster Abbey, London, in 1995,
Stephen Hawking, the current Lucasian Professor of
Mathematics at Cambridge (a post previously held by
Dirac) said “Dirac has done more than anyone this
century, with the exception of Einstein, to advance
physics and change our picture of the universe".

The Dirac Team
Dr Tim Borer: Team leader
Dr Thomas Davies: Chief Algorithm Developer
Anuradha Suraparaju: Chief Software Engineer
Andrew Kennedy: Software Engineer

Peter Bleackley: Engineer

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Diversity Techniques for Wireless Production
Introduction
COFDM-based systems have been in widespread
use since 2002 and offer a considerable
improvement over their analogue FM predecessors.
Reliable reception can usually be achieved with low
transmit power (typically 100mW) and simple
omni-directional antennas. Although the COFDM
signal is resilient to multi-path distortion, short
delay echoes can still cause problems. A severe loss
in signal across the entire signal bandwidth can
occur, known as flat fading, and this will break the
radio link. Diversity is a useful technique that can
be used to overcome this problem.

Diversity Techniques
Diversity can be implemented at the receiver, the
transmitter or both. In all cases, extra antennas are
deployed to provide alternative paths for the
COFDM signals. This improves performance, as
flat fading is unlikely to occur simultaneously on all
of the radio paths. As the number of antennas is
increased, the link reliability improves further.

Receive Diversity
Receive diversity is the most commonly used
technique. Additional antennas are rigged at
different locations (spatial diversity) and the signals
are combined in the receiver. The signals can be
combined in a number of different ways; the three
main ones are antenna summation, packet switching
and Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) The
different
techniques
each
have
different
characteristics, and there is a trade-off between
implementation complexity and performance.
BBC R&D has implemented all three techniques in
their COFDM-based radio camera system and has
gained useful operational experience working with
BBC Resources.

Antenna Summation
This is the simplest technique and just adds the
different antenna contributions together. Delay lines
are needed to prevent flat fading, and a robust
forward error correction code is used to recover the
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

lost carriers due to the frequency selective fading
that the delay lines introduce. The technique can
offer a worthwhile performance improvement in a
fading channel and is also useful for transmit
diversity.

Packet Switching
In DVB, the data stream is split into 188 bytes
packets, and each packet is protected with a Reed
Solomon code. The decoder can detect and often
correct any transmission errors. Where errors
cannot be corrected, the error flag from the decoder
can be used in a diversity receiver to control a
switch selecting the best available stream. This is
known as packet switching and offers a useful
improvement over antenna summation.

Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC)
This is a mathematically optimum technique that
takes a weighted sum of the antenna contributions
on a carrier-by-carrier basis. Contributions are
weighted to favour the antenna(s) with the best
signal to noise ratio. MRC offers a useful advantage
over packet switching and can readily cope with
simultaneous frequency-selective fading where
packet switching might fail.

Transmit Diversity
Transmit techniques are less widely used. The
simplest technique is to add a delay and separate the
two transmit antennas in space. This has been
proposed for wireless video senders. Alternatively,
the signal can be transmitted at two different
frequencies (frequency diversity).

Today’s Demonstration
The demonstration compares the performance of
packet switching and MRC diversity in a 2-way
receive system. A radio camera transmitter is
configured to transmit simultaneously at 2.5GHz
and 10GHz. The plasma panel monitor shows the
performance of the different systems at the two
transmit frequencies.
Contact: mark.waddell@rd.bbc.co.uk
Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Digital Radio Mondiale
What is it?
Digital Radio Mondiale is a consortium
and the digital radio broadcasting system
it has developed. It operates in the long-,
medium- and short-wave bands — the
bands below 30MHz in which amplitude
modulation (AM) is currently broadcast, taking up
the same space as the AM it replaces. The BBC was
a founder member of the consortium, which includes amongst its members: manufacturers of
transmitters and receivers, network operators, research institutes, as well as broadcasters — large
and small, public-service and commercial.

Why is the BBC interested?
These frequency bands have a unique beneﬁt: the
signals can travel a long way, giving extended coverage from even a single transmitter.
Two propagation mechanisms contribute to this. At
the lower frequencies of the long- and mediumwave bands, ground-wave propagation dominates.
At the higher frequencies, the short-wave bands
(and medium-wave at night), sky-wave propagation,
in which the signal is ‘reﬂected’ by the ionosphere,
enables signals to go further — even all the way
round the world.
The BBC World Service broadcasts to countries
around the world, using a variety of methods. Despite the relatively poor reception quality when using AM, the majority of World Service listeners are
still served by short- and medium-wave transmissions. This enables them to be served in remote areas where it would be impracticable, and certainly
very costly, to install sufﬁcient FM transmitters.
Even more importantly, many countries do not
allow broadcasters like the BBC to install transmitters on their territory, making the long-range propagation given by the short- and medium-wave bands
the only option.
Digital Radio Mondiale, using the same bands and
transmitter sites as present AM, offers the BBC
World Service a unique way to deliver good-quality
audio (and various data services as well) to its distant audiences, without the intervention of potentially troublesome gatekeepers.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

What has BBC R&D done?
BBC R&D has been involved from the
very beginning, contributing at every
stage from the fundamental choice of
operating principles, through to clearing
the way for service introduction. See the
diagram overleaf for a summary of the numerous
activities and how they relate to each other.
One activity of particular note has been our licensing to various manufacturers of the know-how of
receiver techniques that we gained during our developments. We expect that this will bear fruit in the
form of affordable receivers very soon.

Some latest activities
We have demonstrated two ways in which some of
the data capacity can be exploited to provide attractive additional features.
One conveys a speech-coded version of spoken
news headlines. This is transmitted repeatedly
(alongside the main audio programme) in a data
carousel and stored by the receiver. The listener can
choose to hear these headlines at any time (starting
from the beginning) by simply pressing a button.
Another also uses a data carousel, but in this case it
contains compressed HTML, conveying a mini web
site which can be displayed on a personal digital
assistant (PDA) plugged in to the receiver.
The switch-over from AM to Digital Radio Mondiale will take a long time, progressing at different
speeds in different markets. So listeners with a new
digital receiver will still use it to access some AMonly broadcasts. We have developed an AM Signalling System (AMSS) which will at least identify the
broadcast but can also identify alternative frequencies, simplifying using the receiver and automatically retuning it to a digital service where available.

More information
See our White Papers, e.g. no. 109, 95 & 94 from:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/pubs/whp/index.shtml

Contact: Jonathan.Stott@rd.bbc.co.uk

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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DTT – Effects of interference on different modes
The phenomenon

The DTG test waveforms

Impulsive interference is an unpredictable
phenomenon that can affect reception of wireless
signals. Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) is
generally unaffected by such interference until the
relative level of the interference is so great that it
can crash the decoding of the digital signal. Not all
digital signals are the same – there are different
modes or options that mean trade-offs can be
made between robustness and capacity.

Working with other members of the UK Digital
Television Group (DTG), we have defined a
standard set of interference waveforms.1 These
have now also been adopted by EICTA for Europe.
This has enabled repeatable laboratory tests to be
made and allowed comparisons to be made
between different modulation modes. In addition,
these
waveforms
have
allowed
receiver
manufacturers to optimise their own receiver
performance and develop further countermeasures.

The demonstration
This demonstration shows the work that BBC R&D
has done in measuring the performance of DVB-T
receivers in the presence of impulsive interference.
BBC R&D developed a test generator to do this
and has sold a number of units to manufacturers to
assist with their own R&D. The effect of impulsive
interference on different DVB-T modulation modes
is shown along with why simple countermeasures
(e.g. clipping) are mode dependent.

The waveforms consist of wideband Gaussian
noise that is gated in 250nsec pulses. Groups of
uniformly distributed pulses form bursts, which are
repeated every 10 msec.

Test No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Factors affecting performance
There are many factors that determine if the DTT
signal will be affected:
x The relative strength of the received wanted
and unwanted signals, which we call the
carrier-to-interference ratio (C/I).
x The choice of modulation mode used to
transmit the services.

Domestic appliances
Light switches
Heating thermostats

Burst 1

Pulses / burst
1
2
4
12
20
40
Burst 2

time

Interference directly
into the antenna

Example showing test number 3

Ignition
interference

Figure 2: DTG test waveforms

1

Figure 1: Sources of impulsive interference

BBC R&D White Paper WHP080: Modelling impulsive
interference in DVB-T:
Statistical analysis, test waveforms and receiver
performance. José Lago-Fernández, John Salter

http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/pubs/whp/whp080.shtml
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Reliable reception

Options for switchover

For reliable reception the C/I ratio for different types
of interference and mode is very important. ‘I’ is
more likely to be a problem for older domestic
installations that generally have poor screening. At
present only small increases in ‘C’ (the signal
power) have been possible by the broadcasters
otherwise unacceptable interference into analogue
services would result.

There is a desire to maximise capacity on the
platform, and at switchover achieve comparable
coverage with existing analogue services.
Significant increases in DTT transmitter power can
only be done at switchover, when existing
analogue transmissions cease. 8K, 64 QAM mode
would offer increased capacity and has similar
resilience to impulsive interference compared to the
existing 2K, 16 QAM mode (see Figure 3).

The demonstration shows the benefit that was
gained when the BBC changed DTT mode from
2K, 64 QAM to 2K, 16 QAM at the launch of
Freeview. Of more interest for the future (post
switchover) are the results for the 8K, 64 QAM
mode, which for the DTG impulsive interference
tests shows comparable – even better –
performance than the existing 2K, 16 QAM mode.
However, some early ‘OnDigital’ DTT receivers
are 2K only, so there would be a legacy issue to be
resolved before any change to 8K mode.

After consultation on the planning options for digital
switchover, Ofcom has concluded that the option
using 64 QAM at a default power level of -7dB
relative to analogue will be used at switchover. It
has also concluded that 8K should be used by the
end of switchover, or earlier if the legacy receiver
issue can be shown to have minimal impact.

Contact:

john.salter@rd.bbc.co.uk

Relative level of interference for 'failure' (dB)
(Averaged results from 7 receivers with wanted signal at -75 dBm)
50

40
Limit of measurement
8K, 64 QAM, rate 2/3

30

2K, 16 QAM, rate 3/4
2K, 64 QAM, rate 2/3

20
DTG test 6

10
DTG test 1

0

-10
0.1

1

10

Effective burst duration (Ps)

Figure 3: Results of laboratory measurements
Note that clipping (a simple countermeasure) occurs in the receiver at about 10 dBc. For 2K, 64 QAM only
burst durations less than about 0.5 Psec are clipped, whereas for 2K, 16 QAM and 8K, 64 QAM burst
durations less than about 2 Psec are clipped.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Floorman
The personal portable wireless picture monitor
The idea
Floorman is a new concept for multi-camera
television production. It is a portable cable-free
picture monitor, which allows the Director, or
any member of the production team to view the
shot from any camera wherever they are on
the studio floor.
All of the video signals available in the gallery
can be shown on Floorman, including mixer
out, VT playback, the scrolling text from the
teleprompter, and the live network feed.
Multiple channels can even be viewed
simultaneously.
This means that key staff can interact with the
studio crew and the performers face-to-face,
whilst still being able to monitor all of the
camera shots and video feeds.
There is no limit to the number of Floorman
handheld receivers that can be operated
simultaneously – and each user can view their
own preferred channel - so while the Director is
viewing the shot from camera 3, the Floor
Manager can be checking that the
teleprompter is ready to roll.
The technology

The prototype Floorman receiver

Programme trials
Following one such demonstration to BBC
Wales in Cardiff, they invited us to take
Floorman to a multi-camera shoot, which
involved period dancers in a Viennese hall.
The Floorman system enabled the Director to
monitor the dance sequences and the camera
shots from the dance floor and give immediate
direction, saving valuable production time.
Although the Director had not used a Floorman
receiver before, he had no problem adapting to
the new way of working and found the touch
screen interface “totally intuitive”.

Floorman is based on the same established
technology that delivers Freeview (Digital
Terrestrial Television) to the home. The
pictures are MPEG encoded, and COFDM
transmission is used to ensure reliable
reception anywhere in the studio.
Progress
At the BBC R&D Open Days in 2003 we
showed a wired concept demonstrator which
proved very popular with visitors. We have now
succeeded in building an end-to-end prototype
wireless Floorman system, and over the past
year this has been trialled and demonstrated at
various BBC studios and locations around the
country.
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Floorman in use at “A Night in Vienna”
Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Further developments
Our Floorman receivers currently feature a 7
inch widescreen LCD, and with their dualantenna diversity capability the link reliability is
extremely good. However, the prototype
receivers are a little bulky and require an
external battery belt. The second generation
Floorman receivers will use a more compact
silicon-tuner approach, with an integrated
battery, as shown in the CAD design below.
We are also looking at how a low-cost portable
PC could be used as a Floorman receiver,
simply by a adding a commercial plug-in
DVB-T receiver card, as shown right.
At outside broadcast events there are
requirements for larger receivers. We have
therefore recently built a briefcase-style
Floorman receiver equipped with a 10.4”
sunlight viewable LCD. This could allow
commentators at the side of the football pitch
or athletics track to view multiple camera
angles without the problems of a cabled
monitor.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

A tablet PC receiving a Floorman signal

Contact us
Wireless production tools such as Floorman
have the potential to improve efficiency in both
recorded and live television programmes. For
further information please contact:
chris.nokes@rd.bbc.co.uk
richard.evans@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Genetic Audio Coding
Introduction
A novel approach on improving the quality of audio
coding has been developed by using a genetic
algorithm. This technique evolves the audio coding data
to provide the best quality output audio for each frame.
This demo compares genetic audio coding with
conventional audio coding.

The Demonstration
The buttons allow you to select which audio track to
listen to. There are three input items to choose from with
the buttons on the left. You can also select either the
conventional encoder or the feedback encoder, and
which bit-rate you wish to listen to. To select how the
audio would sound like before it is coded, press the
“uncoded” button at the bottom.

Conventional versus Feedback coding
These two diagrams
feedback encoding.

compare

conventional

and

back into the algorithm to alter the bit allocations to
improve the quality. The vast number of possible
combinations of bit allocations is handled by a genetic
algorithm which ‘evolves’ towards the best solution.
Given enough iterations of the algorithm, a good audio
quality score is achieved.
The feedback technique does not need to make
assumptions about the effects of subband quantisation
on the coded audio, so its performance is governed by
the quality metric.
This technique could be used for virtually any audio
coding algorithm, not just MPEG Layer II.

Genetic Algorithms
The heart of the encoder is the genetic algorithm (GA)
which uses evolutionary techniques on a population of
possible solutions to the problem. A GA consists of a
population of chromosomes, each of which are made up
of genes. A gene represents a single value, which in this
audio encoder application, is a bit allocation value. As
there are 32 bit allocation values, there are 32 genes in
each chromosome.
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Feedback Encoder with Genetic Algorithm
A conventional encoder uses a psychoacoustic model to
determine how best to allocate the bits for the subband
quantiser. This method has drawbacks in that it makes
many assumptions about how the effects of quantisation
will have on the audio quality, without knowing how it will
actually sound.
A feedback encoder compares the output audio with the
input and measures its quality. It feeds this information

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Each chromosome has an associated fitness value,
which is the audio quality metric score in this case. The
fittest chromosomes are retained, while the weaker ones
are discarded.
Each iteration, or evolutionary stage, involves the
chromosomes being subjected to evolutionary
modifications. Typically these are mating, mutuation,
and culling. This results in an increasingly fitter
population, until a stage where a very strong
chromosome is found. This chromosome represents a
very good solution to the problem being solved, in this
case a set of bit allocation values that give a high audio
quality.
Contact: david.marston@rd.bbc.co.uk
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IPTV Ringmain
A modern replacement for the RF Ringmain
Most of the BBC’s larger buildings have internal
“ringmains” - distribution systems carrying viewing
and listening feeds of TV and Radio programmes.
The ringmains are based on UHF and VHF
transmission on coaxial cable, using ordinary TVs
and radios for reception. Capacity on the cable is
inherently limited, and it is difficult to find space to
carry all the new digital channels and an increasing
number of local sources. One recent installation
called for six coaxial cables run in parallel, with
switch boxes at every outlet, and thousands of
outlets. There must be an easier way!

The IPTV Ringmain can carry HDTV, given a
sufficiently fast PC to decode the picture (about
3GHz or better for MPEG-2). It is not limited to
signals from digital broadcasts; local baseband TV
sources can be encoded at any bit rate, and Radio
services can be carried too.

The IPTV Ringmain can use an existing IT network
and the PCs already connected to it. We are
demonstrating a prototype that we have assembled
at BBC R&D. We have also installed a 50-seat pilot
in the BBC Media Centre at White City, with help
from colleagues in BBC Technology Direction and
the Siemens Business Services team that runs the
West London RF ringmain. The pilot has been
running successfully on the IT network there for
about a year.

We are feeding the Ringmain with live signals from
DTT and DSAT, received on conventional aerials
and dishes. Two of the sources are HD, and there
is also some pre-recorded material being streamed
from a server.

The services are streamed at broadcast quality,
using exactly the same digital signals that we
broadcast on DTT and DSAT. Subtitles and audio
description, being part of these transmissions, are
included in the streams, and can be decoded by
suitable software in the PC. We are currently in
discussion with industry for software for decoding
and displaying the interactive content.

Today’s demonstration
Our main demonstration is in the Reception Area in
“A” Block, where we are showing the Ringmain on
PCs and on an ordinary TV via an IP set-top box.

The Ringmain is on a private network that we are
sharing with a number of other demonstrations,
including wireless access. “Class-of-Service”
protocols are deployed to protect time-critical traffic
such as VoIP telephony. We have put extra PCs
around the site with the Ringmain software
installed, so you can judge how well the Ringmain
works on this busy network.

The number of services that can be made available
is almost unlimited. A service is streamed on to the
network only if at least one user has requested it,
and only one copy is streamed regardless of the
number of requests. This avoids congesting the
network for other and often more urgent traffic – we
need to take particular care in this respect because
our digital broadcasts run at much higher bit rates
than most webcasts.
A PC is not always a suitable viewing device. A
public area or a viewing room may still need a
conventional TV display. A set-top box can be used
as an adaptor, if it is of the type fitted with a
network connection.

Based on this work by BBC R&D, Siemens
Business Services have been asked to develop an
IP Ringmain service for BBC premises.

Contact: andrew.cotton@rd.bbc.co.uk

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Details on Kamaelia have been published as a separate
BBC R&D White Paper WHP 113

This is available here:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/pubs/whp/whp-pdf-files/WHP113.pdf

Kamaelia: highly concurrent and network systems tamed
Michael Sparks
Abstract
Kamaelia is a project aimed at building large scale online media delivery systems for
the long term. Large scale media systems are naturally concurrent systems since
they assume large numbers of people watching programmes simultaneously. In the
long term the systems people will be using to access and serve BBC services online
will be also be naturally concurrent. A key aim of Kamaelia is to enable even novice
programmers to create scalable and safe concurrent systems, quickly and easily.
Kamaelia provides a tool set for dealing with large scale concurrency in a manner
very similar to Unix pipelines, and is based on taking a hardware approach to
software construction. This leads naturally to ease of system composition. The tool
set includes a wide variety of pre-built components for creating network servers and
clients along with components for handling media, interactive systems and text
processing.
Kamaelia's architecture operates efficiently on existing single CPU architectures. It
also encourages the construction of components that will also take advantage of the
naturally parallel mainstream systems being developed by all major hardware
vendors.
Kamaelia enables the majority of developers to create safer, more stable high
performance systems, rather than a select few. Kamaelia encourages fine grained
parallelism without the need for complex state-machine based designs or the
overheads of large numbers of parallel threads of execution.
This tool set furthers the core goal in Kamaelia - allowing the BBC to experiment with
systems for long term, large scale, online media delivery. By designing Kamaelia to
lower the barrier to contribution we allow the community to join with us in building
these systems.

Media Dispatch Protocol: A standard for media delivery
Handling of broadcast media as computer files is now commonplace within organisations, where
tight controls can be maintained over the network and storage infrastructure, content formats and
transfer protocols. However, for exchange of content between organisations the situation is
somewhat different—for example, post-production facility houses still generally deliver their work
on videotapes carried by motorcycle couriers. As network capacities increase clearly such legacy
practices will start to be replaced by file transfer, over private or public networks, including the
Internet. But the disparate nature of organisations, networks and systems means there is a real
danger that technical incompatibilities will reduce the potential for the broadcast industry to gain
from an ‘electronic B2B’ approach. So for widespread adoption of file exchange, some degree of
standardisation is essential. This includes acceptance of open formats such as MXF and AAF, and
standard transfer protocols such as FTP and enhancements. But there are still some ‘missing
standards’:

x How organisations and systems find out each others' capabilities
x How to agree on the details of how and when exchanges are to occur
x How to manage the lifecycle of exchanges
The Pro-MPEG Forum (www.pro-mpeg.org) is a group of broadcast industry manufacturers and
end-users, known for its work developing codes of practice for WAN streaming of MPEG and the
MXF specification. More recently, the Forum has identified requirements for B2B delivery of
content and is now tackling the missing delivery standards by developing the Media Dispatch
Protocol (MDP). Currently at its first released version, the protocol will be refined and extended to
meet a wide range of business and technical requirements.
Target applications relevant to the BBC include:

x Delivery of rough and finished edits, graphics, etc, from facilities houses.
x Delivery of rushes, previews and finished material to co-producers
x Delivery of finished programmes to BBC Broadcast.
x Delivery of news content from agencies
x Delivery of production rushes content from BBC or freelancers

Model
Organisation A

Organisation B

e.g. production facility

e.g. broadcaster
Business relationship for
delivery of media

Applications

MDP
Agent

Applications
Media Dispatch Protocol
Discovery, transaction management,
negotiation, control, reporting

MDP
Agent

Technical infrastructure for media transfer
Network protocols, file formats, security, network management …

A layered model ‘decouples’ the details of how a delivery is implemented from the business
applications that require the delivery. This allows application developers to deal with high-level
dispatch transactions and leave the details of e.g. how to initiate an HTTPS delivery, or recognise
an MXF file, to a software agent that communicates with other agents using MDP.

Overview of specification
At the heart of MDP is an XML document called the manifest. This contains information about the
transaction, the media files involved, and details of the transfer mechanism. The two agents
negotiate the details of an exchange by passing the manifest document back and forth, marking it
up to indicate proposal, acceptance or rejection of offers. When agreement is reached, the agents
can reserve network resources, etc., and then at the agreed time the transfers are started by
whichever agent was nominated as the controller. One party can also use the manifest to notify
the other party of the current progress of the transfer.
MDP also specifies a standard message set for how agents exchange the manifest documents,
and control the lifecycle of the transaction. The message set is currently implemented using a
HTTP/CGI approach, but includes a mechanism to allow agents to dynamically discover each
others’ capabilities. This will allow the protocol to be extended to make use of newer web services
standards such as SOAP and WSDL.

Technical requirements
MDP does not require the use of any particular transfer protocol, but the Pro-MPEG working group
recommends that any protocol meets certain standards, such as ability to cope with files of at least
248-1 bytes, and ability to suspend or cancel a transfer.
Similarly MDP can be used with or without security mechanisms, but the group strongly
recommends that the protocol is secured using Transport Layer Security when used over public
networks. End-to-end authentication and public-key certificates should be employed at the outset.
If the media files are not themselves encrypted, then the transfer should also be secure.

Implementation, trials, further work
Four partial implementations of agents have so far been demonstrated (using a range of
programming languages). Successful exchanges have been performed between three of the ProMPEG partners, including the BBC. An open-source implementation of a reference MDP v1.0
compliant agent is currently in progress.
The MDP manifest is already finding use within the post industry, and is also being used within the
BBC-sponsored Gridcast research project.
MDP will be used within the BBC’s Production Gateway service, which will trial the use of
electronic delivery of content from post houses to BBC Production.
Further work is expected to include:
x Refinement of the protocol as a result of these trials
x Enhancement to meet ongoing user requirements
x Migration to a web-services implementation
x Development of codes of practice for the use of MDP for different applications
x Compliance testing tools and methodologies
x Standardisation

Further information
More information, including the current MDP specification, links to example Agent implementations,
and the working group mailing list can be found at www.pro-mpeg.org/mdg.
BBC contact: peter.brightwell@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Mezzanine Compression for HDTV
Application

Demonstration

Future High Definition Television production by the
BBC is expected to use the 1080p50 standard
(1080 picture lines, progressive scanning, 50
frames per second).
This standard requires
approximately twice the data capacity of the current
HDTV formats (720p50 and 1080i50), therefore it
cannot normally be carried by the existing cabling,
routeing and storage infrastructure.

The demonstration shows the results of software
simulation of the proposed compression algorithm.
Although displayed using 720-line pictures the
results are indicative of what would be achieved at
1080-lines (effectively they can be considered as a
window onto the larger picture).

By using a mild (approximately 2:1) degree of
compression, and formatting the compressed
signal to resemble one of the current HDTV
standards, it would be possible to carry 1080p50
signals over the existing studio infrastructure. This
would have the additional convenience of
permitting the use of existing embedded audio and
ancillary data standards within the signal.

A number of sequences are available for display
including the original uncompressed material, the
mezzanine-compressed 'compatible' version and
the final decompressed version.

We have developed a compression algorithm with
a number of properties which are desirable for this
application:
x Low-delay coding and decoding eliminates lipsync (picture-sound synchronisation) problems.
x Low-loss compression provides visually nearperfect reproduction for most material.
x Multi-generation compression adds negligible
additional loss.

Mezzanine-compressed 'compatible' picture

x Small picture blocks limit the propagation of
errors and avoid spatial cross-modulation.
x Simple algorithm should be relatively easy to
implement in hardware.
In addition we have devised a means to make the
compressed data recognisable if it is displayed as
a standard 1080i signal. This is achieved by
encoding a coarsely quantised, interlaced, version
of the picture in the most-significant bits of the
compressed signal.
Although the 'compatible' picture is noisy it is good
enough to allow identification and monitoring using
existing HDTV displays.

Decompressed picture

This work is the subject of two patent applications.

Contact: Richard Russell, rtr@rd.bbc.co.uk

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Multicast Internet streaming
Live demonstrations
The demonstrations being shown today make use of a special
multicast-enabled test network. The streams are also being made
available to broadband Internet Service Providers as part of a multicast trial taking place later this year.

H.264/AVC
The Advanced Video Coding (AVC) standard is published by
ISO/ IEC as MPEG -4 Part 10 and by ITU - T as Recommendation
H.264 .

Figure 2. Four streams of H.262 (MPEG -2 Part 2) video: 720 × 576
at 3.3 Mbit/s VBR (average).
Since this is simply a rebroadcast of Digital Television over an IP
network, there is no coder in our part of the distribution chain: the
video has already been coded using H.262 (MPEG -2 Part 2) as part
of the BBC’s Public Service Digital Television head-end.

Figure 1. H.264/AVC (MPEG -4 Part 10) video: 720 × 576 at
1 Mbit/s.

The Freeview signal is received by an Hauppauge Nova-T digital terrestrial receiver card and the entire multi-programme transport stream is demultiplexed into four single-programme transport
streams by VideoLAN Server. The streams are separately wrapped
in RTP/UDP datagrams for transport across the IP network, each
stream having its own multicast group address.

The streams are again received by VideoLAN Client, this time runThe larger video stream is at full Standard De nition resolution ning on an Apple Power Mac G5, where they are decoded in real
(720 × 576) and is coded at 1 Mbit/s, a bit rate supported by time for display. The G5 is capable of decoding all four MPEG -2
an increasing number of ADSL lines in urban areas. The audio is streams simultaneously with CPU cycles to spare!
coded using the MPEG -4 Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) CODEC
at 192 kbit/s.
For comparison, a second quarter resolution stream (360 × 288) has
been coded at 500 kbit/s. BT has announced that it will be able to
provision ADSL at 512 kbit/s on 99.6% of local loops by the end of
this summer. For this demonstration, the audio is coded at 96 kbit/s,
again using AAC.

Real 10

The Real 10 CODEC from RealNetworks was used as part of last
summer’s multicast trials. Multistream coverage of the Athens
Olympics was coded and transmitted to a limited number of
UK -based broadband Internet Service Providers at approximately
320
kbit/s.
Both video streams have been coded with the x264 coder running
on a dual Opteron machine under the Windows XP operating system. Part of the VideoLAN Project, the x264 library is a beta quality real-time software coder that runs inside the VideoLAN Client
(VLC) application alongside the project’s AAC coder. VLC provides
the framework for multiplexing the audio and video streams into
an MPEG -2 Transport Stream. Transport Stream packets are then
wrapped in RTP/UDP datagrams for transport across the IP network.
The RTP datagrams are received by a copy of VLC for MacOS 10
running on an Apple Mac mini, where they are decoded in real time
for display.
Also shown in this demonstration is a simple Now/Next display fed
live from the BBC’s scheduling information database, SID.1

H.262/MPEG-2

Figure 3. Real 10 video: 512 × 288 at 1.5 Mbit/s.

For the purposes of comparison, the four services from Freeview
multiplex 1 are also rebroadcast over multicast IP using a similar This summer, we are multicasting a variety of sporting events for
which the BBC holds Internet distribution rights. Today, coverage
con guration to that of the IP Ringmain project.2
of the Queen’s Club tennis championships is being demonstrated
1 Many thanks to Nick Yeadon for allowing us to show this.
at 1.5 Mbit/s. To try out our multicast trial services at home visit
2 Thanks to Andew Cotton and Andrew Lipscombe for assisting Peter Mills in
http://www.bbc.co.uk/broadband/.
setting up the head-end.

Background
Demand for live streaming
An increasing number of UK homes now has access to “broadband”
Internet at speeds of 512 kbit/s or higher (7 million connections and
counting). The “always on” nature of the broadband has changed
the habits of subscribers. No longer do they need to wait for a dialup connection at the start of each session and there is no ticking
meter measuring their online time.
The combination of plentiful download bandwidth and unmetered
charging structures has fuelled a consumer demand for rich media
streaming. Consumer PCs are increasingly entertainment-oriented
devices with the ability to decode high quality audio and video. The
popular BBC Radio Player service demonstrates a huge appetite for
on-demand streaming services. In addition, an increasing number of
users are now listening to radio stations live on their desktops and
are wanting to watch live television too.
As the UK’s leading events broadcaster, licence fee payers have always turned to the BBC at times of national pride and crisis. In the
online world, it is sporting and news events that generate peak demand for media streams. Broadband users will increasingly demand
higher quality audio and video that takes advantage of the fatter network pipe into their homes.

Clearly, this is not a sustainable architecture in the long term. The
investment in infrastructure grows in direct proportion to the number
of simultaneous streams required. More and more streaming servers
must be added to keep up with demand for streams and more network bandwidth provided at the streaming head-end to interconnect
with Internet Service Providers. While the peak demand for low
quality audio streaming is being accommodated, the increasing appetite for high quality video cannot be met in a cost effective way
by a unicast streaming architecture.

Multicast distribution architecture
Fortunately, the Internet routing protocols support a much more efcient distribution mechanism called multicast. In this architecture,
the network infrastructure between the Coder and the Clients takes
on the responsibility for duplicating streams. The Client signals a
desire to receive packets from a particular multicast group by informing the nearest edge Router. This effectively adds the Client
as a leaf on a tree for that multicast group. The tree’s root is the
Coder and its branches are the links between network Routers. At
each branching point, the Router duplicates the stream to each link
that is currently a member of the multicast group.
Client
Router

Choice of Coder/Decoder (CODEC)

Router

The BBC’s aim is to deliver media streams to as large a population of
receivers as practical at the best possible quality and the lowest cost.
The availability of decoders for a wide range of client platforms
was one reason for choosing RealAudio in the past, along with a
reasonable sound quality at dial-up bit rates.

Client

Router

Router

Coder

Router

Client

Client

Router
Streaming
Server

Client

Router
Client
Router

Client

Router
We are now investigating H.264 as a potential non-proprietary alRouter
Client
ternative. Support for this CODEC is growing with the launch of
Client
Router
High De nition linear broadcast and on-demand services. A wide
Client
Router
range of hardware-, software- and DSP-based decoders is now beClient
coming available as a result. A standards-based approach to Internet
streaming may prove less expensive than using proprietary CODECs,
Routers maintain lists of multicast group membership. In the case
although the unclear licensing conditions for H.264 coders and deof an edge router, this is a list of leaf Clients. When a client stops
coders remain a cause for concern at this time.
receiving a live stream, the edge Router is informed that it is leavR&D’s own Dirac coder is another possibility for the BBC’s future ing the multcast group. When the last member leaves a group, a
streaming needs.
Router stops forwarding the stream and informs the Router on the
next branch up the tree that it is leaving the multicast group.

Legacy unicast streaming infrastructure

In this way, multicasting allows streams to be distributed ef ciently
in a one-to-many topology without ooding packets over the entire
network. Streams are only duplicated on links where they have been
explicitly requested by a consumer. Multicast is the closest thing to
broadcasting on a packet-switched mesh network that avoids sending packets everywhere.

The BBC’s current streaming infrastructure was built to serve narrowband dial-up users. Because they are serving the lowest common denominator, these streams are of low bit rate and therefore of
relatively poor quality. Based on the principle of unicast streaming,
each client is fed a unique stream of audio or video direct from the
streaming head-end. This approach can be made to work for both Multicast distribution is highly scalable. Only one stream needs to
be generated at the streaming head-end for each radio or television
live and on-demand content.
channel. The interconnects with ISP core networks need only accommodate
one stream per channel.
Client
Streaming
Server
Streaming
Server

Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client

Summary

Multicast technology is not new. Experiemental overlay networks
such as the MB ONE were rst put in place over ten years ago. However, it is the combination of cheap consumer equipment and the
availability of broadband public Internet connections that has created a mass demand for media streaming. Faced with the prospect
of networks choked with unicast streams, older Internet Service
Providers are now upgrading their network routers to support multicast and newer ISPs are installing multicast-enabled equipment as
A suitable Coder unit encodes a radio or television service and feeds
standard.
it to one (or more) Streaming servers. These duplicate the stream
hundreds or thousands of times and feed them to individual Clients. Richard Bradbury – Richard.Bradbury@rd.bbc.co.uk
Coder

Streaming
Server
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Multichannel Sound production in an office environment
The hardware (and software) can do it ...

Binaural systems

Because of the rapid increase in computer power
over the last few years, it is now possible to perform
the video editing tasks needed for programme
production on a personal computer, rather than a
dedicated editing system. This has recently even
become the case for High Definition productions.
Such systems are now in widespread use in open
plan offices and are used daily in programme
productions.

A technique of recording which aims to capture the
effect the outer ear has on perceived sound has
been in existence for many years. In this method, a
stereo recording is made using two small
microphones which are fitted to a "dummy" head,
which usually has simple models of both an ear
canal and the outer ear. When the recording is
played back over stereo headphones, the effects of
the listener's ear shape are largely bypassed as the
sound only comes from one direction - in effect, the
listener is using the ear shape and spacing of the
dummy head to gain their cues for sound source
positioning. If the "ears" on the dummy head are
similar enough to the listener's own ears, the effect
can be very realistic indeed.

However, for all but the simplest programmes, the
associated audio production is still often done using
dedicated hardware and specially designed rooms in
which to listen to the results. The problem is not in
the amount of hardware "power" needed to do the
work - the actual requirements are usually rather less
than those for video editing - but the difficulty in
monitoring the result in an accurate enough way.
Using loudspeakers in an office environment is not a
practical solution, if only because of the disturbance
caused to other workers. Using headphones can
work, especially for simple mono or stereo
soundtracks, but they suffer from the problem of "inhead localisation", which makes it difficult to predict
accurately how the programme will sound when
replayed through loudspeakers in the usual manner.
For anything more complicated than a stereo
production, the problem is even worse. Headphones
largely use simple differences in level of a sound
signal to create the illusion of its position in space,
but the ability to hear sounds and perceive them as
coming from all directions and from "outside the
head" also requires minute and accurately controlled
time delays between the signals fed to the earpieces.
Attempts have been made to produce "multichannel"
headphone systems, but these have often not been
completely successful. Adding extra drive units
usually does not produce useful results, unless they
are acoustically coupled to BOTH ears in some way
to mimic the time differences needed for sound
source localisation. In fact, it is easier to simulate
electronically such an arrangement - but the delays
and frequency response changes needed to fool the
ear/brain combination are extremely dependent on
the individual listener (they actually depend critically
on the shape of your ears and how far apart they
are !).
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

However, even this sort of system is not perfect. If
the listener moves his or her head a small amount,
the directional cues are not changed in the way
they would be in real life - the soundstage moves
with the listener, which is unnatural. This effect also
removes the ability of the listener to use head
movement to decide whether a sound is in front of
or behind them, leading to a front/back ambiguity.

Room simulation
In this demonstration, a software "plug-in" has been
used to convert a 5.1 channel signal to a binaural
stereo one. The result is that the headphones
effectively reproduce what would have been
recorded through a dummy head in a physical
room. In addition, a tracking unit measures the
direction in which the listener is facing and updates
the room simulation to allow the soundstage to
remain static, even if the listener does move their
head.
We are investigating this technique to see if it can
be used to reduce programme making costs by
reducing the time needed to be spent in expensive
monitoring rooms.

The BBC wishes to thank the Institut für
Rundfunktechnik for the loan of the software and
the headphone system used in this demonstration.

Contact: nick.cutmore@rd.bbc.co.uk

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Network Performance Testing
In the past, traditional analogue programme
material (or content) was moved over analogue
lines or via physical media, such as tape. Now
the content is predominantly digital, this can
now be moved over IT networks. But should
these be the same IT networks that are used for
both office and business applications?
The performance of networks used for programme
production purposes cannot be as slack as the
internet. Moving most non-live content files across
networks is generally not time critical and so
doesn’t present any great problems. The exception
is a last minute insert which needs to arrive at the
playout point within a certain time, ready for
transmission.
The movement of live content is another matter,
increasingly so in the future, as HD becomes the
norm. If the network becomes congested, due to
excess traffic, there could be significant delays,
resulting in the output to the public becoming
disrupted – clearly an unacceptable outcome to the
licence fee payers!
What can be done to resolve this problem?
Any network used for this purpose will require
sufficient capacity and reliability to ensure trouble
free movement of programme content. How do we
know what is good enough? What conditions will
cause even a high capacity network to fail?
These are some of the questions that BBC R&D
can help answer. We have the tools available to
x investigate the conditions on an existing
network
x capture, record and replay these conditions
within a test environment
x identify route changes and latency
x emulate a production environment
x simulate various network problems and how
they affect the movement of programme
content
x analyse network data
x provide help and advice to solve these
problems within the BBC
and ensure that the vision of content production
over network structures is reliable.

Example of performance measurement tools
BBCmeter
An example of the tools developed in house is
BBCmeter - an adaptation of IOmeter, the industry
standard for testing the performance of storage
systems. IOmeter consists of a control application
designed to organise, display and record test
results from a number of remote clients which run
read and write tests on a large data file.
IOmeter is designed for use in ‘ordinary’ IT
environments, testing a computer’s ability to access
a file on a local or remote storage device. Within
the media industry, storage is more likely to be
used for non-sequential access to multiple files of
many different sizes by multiple clients running a
variety of hardware, software and operating system
combinations, e.g. audio and video required during
a non-linear edit. Media files tend to be very much
larger than standard IT business files and this
raises key issues with normal IT storage systems.
It was decided to write a customised version of
IOmeter specifically designed to replicate the file
usage of the media industry. It allows you to run
tests with a different number of clients, run tests
with different percentages of sequential / random
access and read / write access and use different
test files on each client.
Storage can be benchmarked from its output of
maximum and average data throughput and
latency.
Contact: chris.chambers@rd.bbc.co.uk

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk

News Release
BBC Broadcast Limited

20 January 2005

New Technology Enables Better Analysis of Rugby Matches
BBC Broadcast’s new simulated sports field system for BBC SPORT is the first technology of its kind
to enable viewers to see ‘play’ from angles that can not be captured by conventional cameras. It will
make its rugby debut during the RBS Six Nations Championship on BBC 1.

BBC Broadcast, in conjunction with BBC Resources, developed the new three dimensional graphics
system from a BBC Research and Development ‘proof of concept’. It creates a virtual stadium, which
is synchronised to the ‘real’ pictures coming from the TV cameras. Pictures of real play are transposed
into the virtual stadium, where it is possible to view and analyse play from different angles in animated
sequences. Offside, forward passing and other offences can be seen from the best angle for analysis
– even if the play has not been captured at this angle. Using this technique enables coverage to be
obtained from viewpoints where it is not possible to place cameras.

“It’s great to be commissioned to work on such new and exciting technology for BBC SPORT.
Presenters and pundits get another way to view and analyse the crucial incidents in the match. It
helps them understand the decisions better and explain the action to the audience more effectively.”
said Andy Townsend, Design Systems Manager, BBC Broadcast.

The new graphics system also features the ability to track players across the grass, and place
pointers, badges and advertisements on the pitch in “live” video. It can be integrated with match
information, results and statistics graphics to form an inclusive package for match analysis. The
technology is adaptable to a variety of sports and events, as well as innovative entertainment formats.

More…

1

The system uses a tracking camera head and electronics to capture the pan, tilt and zoom of the
camera and lens. These variables are synchronised with the video time code and fed into a graphics
PC. The PC houses a graphics render engine and control software. The operator has a user console
with a graphical user interface, which provides the ability to control video footage and review incidents
from new camera angles. The operator can try different animated camera moves, apply graphic
treatments and record them for broadcast as appropriate.

The software is written in Java and C++, using the OpenGL API on the Linux operating system. The
hardware is a standard availability graphics PC and a SDI video output card.

The system fully integrates with BBC Outside Broadcasts existing infrastructure and working
techniques. Data signals are embedded within the video coming from the ‘Piero’ cameras and it has
been proven to pass freely through existing digital infrastructure.

BBC SPORT named the system Piero after Piero della Francesco the 15th century painter, who also
wrote treatises on geometry and perspective, and was one of the first to apply the techniques to painting.

-endsFor further press information, please contact: 
Kate Groves/Clare Plaisted
BBC Broadcast
Tel: 020 8008 1078 
kate.groves@bbc.co.uk
Georgie Hollett
BBC Resources
Tel: 020 8576 2350 
georgie.hollett@bbc.co.uk
About BBC Broadcast Limited 
BBC Broadcast offers a comprehensive range of services to play-out, publish, promote and provide
media access for content across all media platforms. Key services include: new channel launches,
play-out and channel management; channel branding & promotion; and subtitling & other media
access services. BBC Broadcast currently provides services for 51 public service and commercial
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New sources of interference to broadcasting
Introduction
Various systems for conveying data along existing wires (phone, mains electricity) have recently
been developed and some have already been introduced. Making use of existing wiring infrastructure in this way offers obvious advantages, but has the potential to cause interference to radio systems, given that the cables used were never designed for data transmission.
The BBC welcomes — and recognises the value of — general access to high-speed connectivity.
After all, it operates one of the largest and most popular web sites in Europe. However, the bulk of
BBC services are delivered to listeners and viewers making use of radio waves. For this reason it
has to ensure that its broadcast radio and television services are protected from interference
BBC Research and Development has been particularly involved in protection of the spectrum below 30MHz since public roll-out of ADSL and PLT systems was first under discussion.

The importance of spectrum below
30 MHz


The spectrum below 30MHz is of particular value because it supports long-distance propagation. At the low frequencies used for
long- and medium-wave broadcasting, ground wave propagation is dominant during daytime. At higher frequencies, as used for
short-wave broadcasting, and also in the case of medium wave at
night, long-distance propagation by sky wave occurs.
Sky wave
Short wave (& MW at night) travels further
refraction in the ionosphere ‘reflects’ waves

transmitter
reflection also occurs
at the ground

Properties of the
ionosphere vary
cyclically, on a daily,
seasonal and 11-year
basis
NB: NOT TO SCALE!

Ground wave
Long wave and medium wave offer good
coverage by ground wave
ground wave hugs Earth surface
transmitter
– works best at lower
 frequencies, and with
 good ground conductivity
– supports vertical
polarisation

This long-distance propagation is a unique property of this frequency range, and is used by many radio services. It is of great
value for broadcasting, both within a country (e.g. providing national coverage with a single long-wave transmitter) and for international broadcasting, where it provides the only way for BBC
World Service to access ‘closed’ countries. Others who exploit
the long-distance propagation include radio amateurs, aviation and
the military, amongst others.

Recognising the importance of these frequency bands, with their unique largescale coverage possibilities, the BBC was a founder member of Digital Radio
Mondiale, a consortium established to develop a digital system bringing better quality and user convenience to these bands. BBC R & D has participated
extensively in this development which is planned to reach the fruition of regular scheduled broadcasts matched by the availability of consumer receivers
around the end of 2005.

Digital Subscriber Line, DSL
DSL systems connect the home to the outside world using signals sent along the telephone wiring
above the voice frequencies used for telephony. The system that is now widely rolled out in the
UK is called ADSL. It uses frequencies up to 1.1MHz and thus has the potential to interfere with
long wave and the LF part of medium wave. This potential was confirmed before roll-out in early
experiments kindly hosted by British Telecom. BBC R & D engineers were able to show that the
effects of emissions from the early-generation equipment could be reduced to insignificant levels
by adding a suitable cheap common-mode choke.
© 2005 BBC Research and Development
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Practical experience of what is now a substantial scale ADSL rollout suggests that there have not been many problems of interference with broadcasting — the few recorded complaints all
proving to be faulty installations that, once rectified, were satisfactory.

ADSL spectrum usage
ADSL 2+

upstream

downstream

ADSL (1)

LF/MF Broadcast
0

0.5

1.0

1.5
2.0
Frequency, MHz

2.5

A later version of ADSL, ADSL 2+, extends the frequency range
up to 2.2MHz and thus spans all of the long and medium wave
broadcasting bands.

VDSL is another DSL system offering higher bit rates. It would use frequencies covering much of the HF band and thereby might cause interference to short-wave reception. Again, BT gave BBC R&D engineers access
to an experimental site. This confirmed that interference to HF reception
could occur. VDSL has not yet been rolled out in the UK. It remains to be
seen whether practical deployments will (like ADSL) cause less interference than the experiment with prototype equipment suggests.

Power-Line Transmission, PLT
Power-Line Transmission makes use of mains-electric wiring to carry data. It comes in two flavours:
access, used to connect the home to the outside world, and home-networking, used to connect appliances within the home. BBC R&D engineers have performed experiments on both, but
unfortunately in this case only after deployment of access PLT and the mass marketing of home
networking. Simply stated, both (as examined) cause interference to reception of short-wave
broadcasting.
The HomePlug 1.0 system is a home-networking PLT system that is
becoming commonly available; it too has been examined by BBC R&D
(note the ‘wireless’ experiment further below). In this case a group of
companies has produced an agreed specification. Equipment from different
vendors can be mixed in a network and operate satisfactorily.
Access PLT at present exists in essentially proprietary competing systems whose technical details are mostly kept secret. BBC R&D engineers have performed limited
experiments on 3 types, all operated in Crieff by Scottish & Southern Energy who kindly hosted the experiments. In one visit, measurements were
made of Ascom and Main.Net systems inside homes of users (and one
neighbour). A later visit examined the DS2 system, but comparable measurements could not be made as the DS2 representative would not allow
measurements inside customers’ homes.
The simple conclusion from all these experiments is that reception of radio broadcasting is not possible inside a home where PLT is deployed and operating on the same frequency at the same time. This can
also be true if the PLT system is deployed in the neighbouring property. Some proponents appear
to have recognised this: the Ascom system uses discrete bands which appear to have been chosen
to avoid broadcasting bands (but unfortunately with inadequate filtering) while the HomePlug system has 30dB notches corresponding to the bands allocated to radio amateurs in the USA.
A further concern is the interest to provide PLT systems of ever-greater capacity. To achieve this
seems likely to require the use of frequencies above the HF bands, thus raising possible threats to
more broadcasting systems, e.g. those that operate in the VHF Bands I, II and III.

© 2005 BBC Research and Development
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Protecting radio from unwanted emissions
The operation of radio services is
governed by the International Radio Regulations drawn up by the
ITU-R. These govern all questions
of interference between radio
services, but also include a clause
requiring protection to be given
against other sources of interference, see panel.

“S15.12§8Administrations shall take all practicable and
necessary steps to ensure that the operation of electrical
apparatus or installations of any kind, including
power and telecommunication distribution networks, but excluding equipment used for industrial, scientific
and medical applications, does not cause harmful interference to a radiocommunication service and, in particular, to a radionavigation or any other safety service operating
in accordance with the provisions of these Regulations.”

The European EMC Directive is
(Quotation from the ITU-R Radio Regulations)
primarily aimed at ensuring that
apparatus can be placed on the
market without undue hindrance. Nevertheless a key article requires that emissions are kept at a
level which does not stop radio systems operating as intended, see panel.
“The apparatus … shall be so constructed that: (a) the electromagnetic disturbance it generates does not exceed a level allowing radio … equipment … to operate as intended….”
(Quotation from Art.4 of Directive EMC 89/336/EEC. A superseding Directive will have similar wording.)

However, specific proposals have been made for governing emissions from DSL and PLT networks.
Most of these proposals would not provide anywhere near adequate protection for broadcasting,
or indeed radio services in general. BBC R&D made a counter-proposal which was taken up by
the EBU and supported by other radio users. It was based on the concept of limiting the rise in the
‘noise’ floor encountered by a radio receiver, and already had a substantial
element of compromise built in for the case of indoor reception (the
normal case for broadcasting below 30MHz). BBC R&D made measurements (supported by others from RSGB and MoD) of the noise floor at
domestic suburban and other locations, showing that contrary to frequent
assertions, the noise levels given in an ITU-R Recommendation (P.372)
were not optimistic.
Some of the proposals from other bodies set a limit to common-mode current when the PLT modem is connected to a special test ‘load’. This concept is based on applying measurements of LCL,
Longitudinal Conversion Loss, which are of little relevance to mains wiring structure where much
of the unwanted emissions are caused by currents flowing on stubs, as formed by the wiring of
light switches.

Topological model of mains wiring
but large
currents in
stubs

– add live and neutral stubs
little C-M
current here
live
neutral

good
balance at
feed point
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Does PLT use radio spectrum?
PLT systems clearly use spectrum along the mains wiring. It is usually denied that they make any use
of radio waves, although it may be wondered, when the wiring path is long and circuitous, and the
cable attenuation substantial, whether the
signal may well travel by radiation from
one PLT
… but network operation
one end of the cable to be received again
device is
(and interference)
by the other end. That is conjecture, but disconnected
continues!
Dr Markus Wehr of RBT in Germany
XX
from the
demonstrated that HomePlug equipment
mains …
can function as a wireless LAN — with no
direct wired connection at all! BBC
R&D has reproduced this demonstration and captured it on video.

Are notches key to co-existence?
PLT and radio services received in the home cannot use the same frequency at the same time
without conflict. Inserting a notch of sufficient depth in the PLT spectrum can remove the conflict.
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The HomePlug system has fixed notches to protect
the USA radio-amateur bands. This principle could
be extended to include broadcasting bands as well.
One snag is that radio frequency allocations may be
changed from time to time by World Radio Conferences. This could perhaps be dealt with by firmware
upgrade (depending on the technology used). The
other snag (for PLT) is that notching out all the
broadcast and amateur bands, permanently, would
reduce the PLT capacity.

Frequency (MHz)

Providing notches only when needed would increase the available capacity. However, to do this
manually would involve great effort and expenditure and would raise awkward questions of censorship. This can be avoided if a system could be devised that automatically avoided frequencies in use
by radio services. One possibility is to arrange for the PLT system to cease transmission for brief
but regular periods so that it can sample the spectrum to detect radio services.
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BBC R&D performed an experiment which demonstrated that the presence of radio transmissions can
be detected effectively by measurements made on
the mains wiring. This is what PLT apparatus implementing automatic notching would have to do in a
‘gap’ with no PLT transmission. Of course much
further development of this idea by the PLT industry
would be required to bring this solution to the market.

Conclusions
The spectrum below 30MHz is important to radio services including broadcasting since it has
unique properties of long-distance propagation. This makes it the only way for international broadcasters like the BBC World Service to reach many countries. The new radio system Digital Radio
Mondiale has been developed for this reason.
Systems that exploit existing wiring infrastructure (telephone or mains electricity) to convey data
all have the potential to cause interference to radio services. However, they are not all equal in the
degree of problems that they cause.
ADSL (using telephone wiring) has the potential to cause interference to long- and medium-wave
radio reception, as was confirmed in an experiment before the UK launch of ADSL. However, a
simple fix is possible, and practical experience since roll-out suggests there are few problems.
VDSL will extend the frequency range used so that it has the potential to cause interference to
short-wave radio reception. It is not yet clear whether it will present significant difficulties in practice, nor whether any simple fix is possible.
In contrast, PLT systems currently in service (access and home-networking) definitely cause interference to home reception of short-wave broadcasting. The different topology of mains wiring, with
its stubs, is in part responsible for this.
The only way for PLT systems and in-home reception of broadcasting (or other services) to coexist is for them not to use the same frequency at the same place at the same time. This suggests
that notches may provide a way forward.
However, notches must be sufficiently deep and provided wherever and whenever they are
needed. Notching out all the relevant bands (extending the example of the HomePlug system) is
one solution, although it limits future flexibility in radio-service frequency allocation and restricts
the capacity of PLT.
A more flexible approach whereby notches are provided when needed is an attractive alternative,
but only if it is automatic in operation. BBC R&D has performed a simple experiment demonstrating the feasibility of detecting which radio spectrum is in use, by making measurements on the
mains wiring. This has the potential to be developed into an automatically notching PLT system.

Further Reading
BBC R&D White Papers (nos. 4, 12, 13, 55, 63, 67 and 99 are particularly relevant) may be downloaded via http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/pubs/whp/index.shtml.
The EMC Directive is available from:
http://europa.eu.int/comm/enterprise/electr_equipment/emc/directiv/text.htm.
The International Radio Regulations are available from the ITU in Geneva, see:
http://www.itu.int/publications/default.aspx.
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Foreword
Welcome!
The past 30 years have been an exciting time in entertainment
technologies, network research, and online delivery. With the
stealth rise of ubiquitous computing through mobile phones;
the shrinking of the planet by audio and video conferencing
via instant messaging; democratisation of news, knowledge
and opinion reporting via wikis and blogs, the future appears to
be even more exciting.
In Building Public Value, the BBC has committed to the delivery
of BBC content to the British Public over this multitude of
systems, in a way that is enjoyable, accessible and
repurposable by the British Public in the way they choose.
Whilst this is an exciting and intriguing future, this does require a
new evolution in the way large media such as video, and
audio are stored, and delivered. This document explores this
vision, and suggests a number of key challenges that need to
be addressed along the way. These are however only the first
steps into the 21st century that we are taking. In order to take
the next steps we must meet these challenges head on, resolve
to solve them and move forward. Our view is that this is a
challenge that needs to be met in participation with industry
and the community.

Michael Sparks
Senior R&D Engineer,
Digital Media Group, BBC R&D
http://bbc.kamaelia.org/
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Choice is Challenge
The BBC will launch a Creative Archive – free access to BBC content for
learning, for creativity, for pleasure.
The BBC will make its services available when and where people want
them, with a new generation of BBC on-demand services.
Building Public Value, Chapter 2, http://www.bbc.co.uk/thefuture/bpv/media.shtml

This vision poses a number of challenges on the long term
horizon simply due to the vision's grand scope. This document
discusses a number of these, so that they can be met, resolved,
and the vision delivered.
The British Public comprises 60 million people and is often
approximated as 20 million homes. This belies a hidden
assumption of one display per home. However, many homes
feature more than one display already. A growing number of
homes have more than one computer in the home. In such
homes, laptops are rapidly becoming second screens.
Thus whilst many calculations are based on the possibility of 20
million homes, it is entirely possible that we may well in the
future need to consider the potential audience in terms of 60
million people.



 
   

The BBC archive comprises of over 1 million hours of
programming. Even offering as much as 10% of this archive to
60 million people has consequences. Online services tend to
follow a trend: offer a choice, and all options get chosen. This
occurs whether 10, 100, or 100,000 options are provided This
behaviour is often called a long tailed distribution, and appears
to be innate human behaviour. Music charts, cities sizes, letter
distributions, etc all demonstrate this.
Essentially this means that given a choice, somewhere,
someone will take that choice. Wildly popular items turn out to
be just a small subset of all choice made. This drives the
economics of online music stores. The bulk of the business
comes from the long tail - the variety of content available.

Choice itself forms unique challenges.
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Offering the entire audience such a wide choice will have the
following result:
 They will access almost every piece of content offered
 They will do so often
 They will not access the same data at the same time
Bottom line is we're potentially talking about 60 million people
watching 60 million different things. Scaled down to just 1
million people, the challenges remain. Even if they're watching
the same thing many will be watching from different time
points.
All of this will occur in the face of a changing landscape for
technology as used by our audience. Platforms proliferate,
storage increases and platforms change. Much of the online
delivery world for content is based on proprietary systems
rather than open standards.
Any future plan and discussion of long term challenges must be
discussed against this background. Inside each challenge
there are latent issues that will cause issues when scaling BBC
online delivery. After identifying common themes we will come
back to the grand challenges.

Challenges: Short Version
To give a flavour of these challenges :







It will be simpler to deliver this choice to and from every
home where possible. It could fit in your home, now.
Our audience will be sharing their own creations, and will
expect to share ours.
Scaling the BBC's online delivery infrastructure using
proprietary systems is not cost effective
Current distribution methods cannot deliver the BBC's
vision.
Moore's law has ended in terms of raw CPU power(Mhz) this will radically change the way systems we use are built.
The BBC has always sought the best possible quality for a
given delivery system. Growth in bandwidth at home and
at the BBC's side will offset each other.
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Changing Technologies
Network delivery speeds to the home have increased 10 fold
over the past 10 years. Home storage capabilities have
increased 1000 fold over the same time period. Mobile phones
have become the true converged ubiquitous computing
platforms, with gigabytes of storage, 3D visual capabilities, and
video/audio recording and playback.



 
  
 

Computers have shrunk to laptops, intelligent displays, pen and
touch screens. Home entertainment platforms have gone from
multichannel TV with simple computer games to near
interactive 3D movies, gesture based input, surround sound
audio and entire collections of video fitting inside ring binder
sized wallets.
There is currently reason to believe that these trends will
continue over the next 10 years. Home network delivery speeds
will continue to rise relatively slowly, but at least 10 fold. Storage
may continue to grow at a rate of1000 fold per decade.
Incredible as this seems today, this means that even a laptop
may be capable of storing dozens of terabytes.
Devices will continue to become more personal, and current
esoteric platforms, such as paper with e-ink may become more
common. Connectivity to and from these devices will become
faster, more convenient and movement of data between
devices will be an expectation, not a privilege. If content
providers do not enable this, the people will enable it for
themselves, sharing their results.
3D interactive capabilities of "games" consoles will become film
quality, leading to an escalation of format wars leading
beyond 2D gesture capabilities to full 3D resolution and scene
recognition. Camera integration is leading to video phone
style systems becoming common place, very soon. Speech
recognition will become common place. Audio/Video search
will take on a brute force approach, supplementing and often
replacing metadata approaches of the past.

It is into this environment the BBC will be delivering its content.
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Deliver The Archive?
The BBC audio archive comprise of 500,000 hours of audio. At
bit rates for an iPod is a mere 27TB of storage. In terms of
current technology this would fit on commodity disk stores
which could sit under a desk. In terms of solid state storage –
you need 27,000 MMC cards. In practice that means 1 cubic
foot of storage. Using video bit rates used for the Olympics
you're talking either 3 desks for disk based storage, or 1 shelf full
for solid state.



 


Clearly these bit rates are not suitable for archival and would
be inappropriate for television production. The idea that even
the entire BBC archive could fit in most people's homes today is
a startling one.
If the amount of the archive the BBC chose to make available
was as much as 10%, then it becomes realistic for the audience
to download now, choose later – even on a laptop – if storage
does continue to as projected.
In this world it makes more sense to deliver the content
available en masse to the entire audience, than it does to pick
and choose. Obviously there are technical hurdles to jump
over in achieving this, but conversely having the content
almost everywhere massively simplifies this distribution. We
allow the network and users to populate the network.
It seems inefficient to force the audience to return to the BBC
for content when they will be able to locally store all the
content we make available.
At this point in time the question then becomes not “how do
we serve millions of concurrent stream”, but rather “how do we
ensure that we populate the millions of storage devices out
there?”

Challenge: How do we deliver a BBC repository, dozens of
Terabytes in size, to every home in the UK, regularly refreshed,
in a way that copes with disk failures and data loss.
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Content Sharing
One of the earliest rules small children are taught is to share. It
is one of our greatest instincts and people are measured by
their generosity and willingness to share. Our audience already
has the means to create and share their creations. A digital
camera for £100 today allows the budding video artist to
create their own works trivially – given talent or determination.



 

Our audience is choosing to share their work online. They will
expect to be able to share works they create, derived from our
content, online as well. Some will be willing to share their results
with us as well as with each other.
Currently the mechanisms used for sharing are either slow or
inappropriate – such as websites. They are driven underground
due to legal fights over technology – an arms race simply
evolving stronger, more capable P2P systems.
Despite being often used in clearly illegal ways, P2P is inherently
a legal sharing system and is becoming more stable. It's usage
by the general population for sharing is likely grow beyond its
already unprecedented levels. Growth of legal founded P2P
systems provides opportunities for the industry, and the public.
Lawful use of P2P will lead people to changed expectations.
People will expect to use content they have purchased in
much the same way as they use content they produce.
Placing content in locked envelopes, may to lead to the
audience find means of opening it, and then using it as they
wanted to – or they may just go elsewhere.
The resulting scenario will be that people will expect high
quality content to continue to be created and made available
by the BBC supplementing BBC content. New forms of culture
may spring up, perhaps back to simpler but richer story telling.

Challenge: Provide systems, acceptable to this mature
audience. Systems that foster this culture, but ensuring that
people are still paid for producing content, whilst recognising
that the audience will create a lot of content themselves.
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Proprietary Past, Open Future
Online audio/video delivery has taken 3 forms to date.
Traditional media has largely chosen to use systems from either
Microsoft or Real, with a small subset choosing systems from
Apple and others. More niche but highly profitable companies
have explored sealed Java applets or simple media download
over HTTP. All have found their content “leaks” onto private
sharing systems, often based on P2P technologies.






By and large however, the proprietary systems – consisting of
closed protocols, codecs, players and servers - are well known
for producing systems that currently deliver the goods as far as
online AV delivery is concerned. Even so these systems deal
with thousands, not millions.
Proprietary server systems essentially use a mechanism for
charging that boils down to audience size. A physical server
can handle a fixed maximum number of listeners or viewers.
Charging per server essentially penalises popularity.
Increasing the audience to millions from thousands is a 1000
fold increase. Whilst system providers would jump at such a
financial opportunity. However, it is not reasonable to increase
costs to the license fee payer 1000 fold.
At present, proprietary systems fail to provide the BBC any way
of mitigating costs. Open systems based on open standards
often replace the early adopted proprietary systems, simply in
order to scale. This has been likened to proprietary medicines
being replaced by generic drugs over time.
Aspects impacting any new standards would include: agility in
adopting new video formats that come into existence every
day; ability to switch from streaming to downloading; ability to
switch from single source to multiple sources.

Challenge: Open systems for media delivery must made to
scale to very large scale unidirectional streaming, or else many
of the other visions in this document falter.
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P2P and Multicast, Together
Multicast is similar to traditional broadcast in that the BBC sends
a single stream of data out onto the Internet. The underlying
networks copy it to the interested clients. This can allow for
additional traditional style live services over the Internet.
Peer to peer (P2P) allows home users to query the network to
find content that exists on the network, and retrieve that
content from as many sources as necessary to get a good
download speed. This can allow access to a huge range of
content that is already in the network. Also since clients do not
need to return to the BBC it minimises license fee payer costs.



 
 !"
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When taken alone, neither multicast delivery nor peer to peer
(P2P) are able to deliver the full vision in Building Public Value.
Multicast lets us offer higher-quality streams of live content as
long as the audience is all watching same thing. P2P is very well
suited when the audience chooses to watch different things.
However when we look at the problems both approaches
have we note that the weaknesses of one are the strengths of
the other.
Issues with multicast: (potential strengths in P2P)
 It is limited by the size of your smallest consumer's connection
 It is not generally deployed on the wide area Internet for
both technical and business reasons
 Losing content can result in either breakage or thousands
(and potentially millions) of clients saying “please resend”.
Issues with P2P: (potential strengths in multicast)
The network cannot be trusted – viruses, spam, defacement
 Distributed search and navigation systems are difficult and
are only in their nascent stage of development.
 P2P relies on delivery between homes. How can we deliver
8Tbit/s downlink from a 4Tbit/s uplink?


Despite the issues with both, a solution based on both appears
to hold great possibilities. P2P can deal with the problems of
Multicast and Multicast can deal with the problems of P2P.
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We have the desire to make available this choice to every
home in the UK. Clearly not everyone would choose to receive
it, this is be feasible in terms of home storage. Multicast is
however available now for a subset of our audience, thanks to
work done for the 2004 Olympics.
In this scenario the entire P2P network becomes a large
intelligent cache which is able to fill in missing blanks and
missing chunks without needing to return to the BBC.
Seeding a P2P system is often a slow process. Initially one
person adds content and on demand usage grows. If however
we wish to seed a P2P system, as a broadcaster we have other
options worth consideration:





We can broadcast our content specifically flagged for
caching into a P2P system with associated meta data
We can multicast our content, as it is digitised from the
archive, over a network connection for people to store and
cache in their local P2P systems.
Any requests for content that come back to the BBC can be
sent out also on the multicast channel, so that the number of
sources in the network becomes very large very fast for our
audience that does not have multicast available.

This has a number of advantages – P2P can bridge the gap
between multicast islands or multicast deserts by
rebroadcasting locally. Clients receiving our content via
multicast can ask for missing content via the P2P network,
rather than all simultaneously clogging the central server.
Since the network becomes inherently untrusted, mechanisms
for trust (by users) need to be added to this system, which deals
with a number of security issues in both multicast and P2P
systems.
Challenges: We need to build new Collaborative Client-Hub
protocols, allowing integration between broadcast, multicast,
P2P systems and our archives. P2P and multicast systems need
to be adapted to allow and take advantage of thousands of
P2P sources becoming simultaneously active. Security
mechanisms such that the audience can trust content is a key
issue in such a system.
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Who's Free Lunch is Over?
On Intel chips, we reached 2GHz a long time ago (August
2001), and according to CPU trends before 2003, now in
early 2005 we should have the first 10GHz Pentium-family
chips. A quick look around shows that, well, actually, we
don’t. Herb Sutter, Dr Dobb's Journal, February 2005.
Moore's law was formulated by Intel's Gordon Moore in 1965
and suggested that the number of transistors in a given area
would double every 18 months. He was right, and the
observation prompted many analogies in other areas –
including raw CPU speed. This held true and developers could
gain speed as a “free lunch” simply by waiting.



!!


Moore's law has ended in terms of raw CPU power as
measured in raw clock speed.
Developers can no longer expect performance gains by simply
waiting. CPU manufacturers are utilising the old maxim of
“many hands make light work”, and moving to highly parallel
architectures. This includes home systems like Sony's Playstation
3 which features 9 CPUs inside a single chip.
Software must be written with parallel systems in mind,
changing dramatically the way it is produced. Whilst this is not
a problem directly for the audience, this does affect the BBC's
long term ability to deliver online.
Taking advantage of these CPUs requires specially designed
software. Parallel computing is considered by many as difficult
– which needs to change, since in a few years parallel systems
will be common, and the BBC will need maximise the use these
systems. Online delivery is a naturally highly parallel activity,
and so is needs amongst the earliest to benefit after the
change.

Challenge: Create a usable system for producing parallel
software systems that promotes reuse, resilience, scales on new
concurrent hardware platforms, and due to design naturally
encourages the design of parallel software systems.
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Moore's Law at Home vs Desire for Quality
The growth in network upload capacity for servers will help
mitigate BBC distribution costs from a central location.
However growth in download capacity by our audience's
tumbling costs will wipe out any savings.



 
 !"
!

Traditionally the BBC has aimed to send the best quality audio
and video services that the user can receive. Over dial-up we
provided video at download speeds that fit over a dial-up. For
the Olympics – we assumed that broadband users have 10
times that capacity. As a result we provided video 10 times
larger and much closer to the casual observer to digital TV
quality (10 times more on both sides).
In years to come home download speeds will grow 10 fold. Our
audience will be able and expect to, receive HDTV quality
video over broadband. Likewise the BBC will also want to
deliver this quality. Upload capacity would need to grow 10
fold again, simply to service the current audience size –
eliminating savings in upload costs for the older poorer quality.
As every person buying broadband knows – greater capacity
costs more. Simply changing from 2-4 million streams per day
to 2-4 million users per second means our upload capacity
means costs to the license fee payer grow dramatically. Grow
that 10 fold again, and you get a very large number indeed!
Since Moore's law doesn't really help us, any work we can do
to reduce the need for users to user their full download
capacity saves us money. Reducing the bandwidth required
for HDTV quality video will enable the BBC to provide the
audience with higher quality video using a flexible, scalable
approach.

Challenge: To find a way of capping the need for bandwidth
usage on the client end. This may mean that research into
higher quality video in smaller and smaller bit rates becomes
ever more important to allow the BBC to remove Moore's law
from the client side of the equation.

Grand Challenges, Online Research
The Changing Landscape of Online Delivery

Summary
The key aim is to pull people's awareness towards specific key
problems which are thought to be very difficult, but achievable
in a decade or two.
The sheer scale and scope of the problems caused by 20-60
million different items of content to be viewed simultaneously
from the BBC, potentially online is a challenge that should be
undertaken, but should not be undertaken lightly.
There are BBC projects underway looking at these challenges,
but the scope of this document is larger. The challenges laid out
in this document will exist, and need resolving – whether the BBC
does it or asks industry to help. Clearly the ultimate solution will
be a mix of both in areas of appropriate expertise.

Meeting Challenges
BBC R&D projects exist that seek to address some of the issues
laid out here. The Kamaelia1 & Dirac2 projects are aimed
specifically at the some of the challenges in this document. BBC
and Industry collaborations such as Share It!3have been looking
at issues related to these challenges. Some of these challenges
naturally fit elsewhere with other groups.
However, the reality is that the BBC and industry cannot assume
that the public will follow. P2P has shown that the Internet
Community – that is anyone competent, willing and connected
to the network – will go their own way if the public is not
involved. There is almost always a better way.
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Grand Challenges, Online Research
The Changing Landscape of Online Delivery

Deliver The Archive ?
Challenge: How do we deliver a BBC repository, dozens of
Terabytes in size, to every home in the UK, regularly refreshed,
in a way that copes with disk failures and data loss.

Content Sharing
Challenge: Provide systems, acceptable to this mature
audience. Systems that foster this culture, but ensuring that
people are still paid for producing content, whilst recognising
that the audience will create a lot of content themselves.

Proprietary Past, Open Future
Challenge: Open systems for media delivery must made to
scale to very large scale unidirectional streaming, or else many
of the other visions in this document falter.

P2P and Multicast, Together
Challenges: We need to build new Collaborative Client-Hub
protocols, allowing integration between broadcast, multicast,
P2P systems and our archives. P2P and multicast systems need
to be adapted to allow and take advantage of thousands of
P2P sources becoming simultaneously active. Security
mechanisms such that the audience can trust content is a key
issue in such a system.

Who's Free Lunch is Over?
Challenge: Create a usable system for producing parallel
software systems that promotes reuse, resilience, scales on new
concurrent hardware platforms, and due to design naturally
encourages the design of parallel software systems.

Moore's Law at Home vs Desire for Quality
Challenge: To find a way of capping the need for bandwidth
usage on the client end. This may mean that research into
higher quality video in smaller and smaller bit rates becomes
ever more important to allow the BBC to remove Moore's law
from the client side of the equation.
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HD replay

Normal SD broadcast + HD download

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Viewer:
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Monday Evening:

Before Monday evening:

A BBC R&D demonstration of concept

Over-air Download of High Definition Programmes

Research & Development

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

The number of programmes that could be delivered in this way depends on the amount of
spare capacity available on the terrestrial network throughout the previous day and night.
This method does have the advantage that the downloaded programmes do not all have to
be associated with one channel, so any channel could choose to have its prestige
programmes shown by this method, depending only on available capacity.

Alternatively, the system can be used to replace conventional programmes by high definition
versions for viewing at the same time as the scheduled conventional broadcast. This can be
a completely automatic process in the receiver. If the broadcaster transmits a trigger signal
coincident with the conventional broadcast, the set top box will then switch from the
broadcast to play the high definition version from its disk. All the viewer should notice is the
improved picture quality and any included surround-sound for the duration of the
programme.

The download can be treated as a totally separate service.

This demonstration shows that selected HD programmes could be delivered to viewers’
homes by broadcasting the programme as a data file at a slow rate (‘non-real-time’) using
spare capacity that may become available on the terrestrial network at various times of day
or night. The programme is split into data packets which are inserted into the DVB-T
multiplex being broadcast as and when spare capacity becomes available on a second-bysecond basis. This available resource is known as an opportunistic data channel. Each
viewer would need a special set top box containing a digital disk store to hold the
downloaded programme.

There are several practical ways to deliver HD programmes, including broadcasting by
satellite or cable, broadband streaming, high definition DVDs and download of individual
programmes over the Internet. However, it is more difficult to provide an HDTV broadcast
channel to viewers of terrestrial television because there is insufficient spectrum available.
Digital switchover will release some spectrum for new digital services, but that won’t be
possible until after 2012 and it is by no means certain how any of this spectrum will be used.

This is a demonstration of the current status of our research into the non-real-time delivery
of high definition programmes by download over digital terrestrial television. This method is
especially useful when there is insufficient spectrum for a fulltime HDTV channel, and could
also be applied to other forms of delivery. This project aims to prove the technical feasibility
of the concept. We now hope to obtain reactions on its desirability as a service, but at this
stage it is much too early for the BBC to consider any formal plans to introduce such a
service.

Open Days 2005
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Courtesy of BBC Worldwide

DVB-T: Digital Video Broadcasting – Terrestrial
DVD: Digital Versatile Disc
HD: High Definition
HDTV: High Definition Television
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In the demonstration a two minute long programme is transmitted. It is possible to view this
on either a conventional receiver or an improved system incorporating the download
technology. During the first minute both receivers will enjoy a standard definition clip from
1
Planet Earth . Then for the next minute, the conventional viewer will be entertained by last
year’s Last Night of the Proms1 in standard definition, while the other viewer will be
overwhelmed by the exact same programme - but in high definition. Whereas the
conventional viewer will probably be disappointed by the lack of detail; the person watching
the new system will appreciate the same programme in glorious high definition.

A BBC R&D demonstration of concept

Over-air Download of High Definition Programmes

Research & Development

Research & Development
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Production Magic
Building on technologies developed for
virtual studios to provide innovation and
cost savings for a wide range of
programme genres
Automated object and camera tracking, object
segmentation and 3D scene understanding are
powerful technologies that can be developed to
provide a wide range of new tools for programme
makers. They can also enable new forms of
content generation for applications such as
streamed delivery of live 3D interactive media.
Applications include the addition of virtual graphics
to live programmes, generation of 3D models of a
scene for creating virtual views, and automating
framing and shot selection for situations where a
full production crew cannot be provided. We are
demonstrating a selection of projects in this
area, some of which have recently been used for
the first time on-air, whilst others are still in
development.

FlashKey - "depth" keying
Sometimes
it
is
necessary
to
insert
virtual graphics behind a
presenter, but in front of
other real parts of the
scene.
Chroma-key
cannot be used in such
situations, as there is no coloured background.
FlashKey is a method we developed to solve this
problem.
• The person or object that needs to be keyed in
front of the graphic is illuminated with pulsating
blue light, so the camera sees the light as being on
and off in alternate fields. Our demonstration uses
bright LEDs triggered by a specially-designed
trigger unit, locked to a video reference signal.
• The image from the camera is processed to
generate a key signal in areas of flashing blue,
using real-time software on a standard PC.
• A ‘clean’ camera signal is also generated, by
removing the pulsating blue light using a filter with
carefully-chosen
temporal
and
colour
characteristics.
• At simplest, pulsating light at 25Hz can be used,
but as this is very distracting for presenters, we
pulse the light at 75Hz, and use a 1/150th second
shutter on the camera so that it only sees one in
three pulses.
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

MixTV – hand-held virtual objects
This system allows a
virtual object to be
“tied” to a special
marker in the scene,
so it can be held or
moved
by
a
presenter. Following
tests with a prototype system which showed the
potential for this kind of application, we have now
developed software to track the position and
orientation of multiple markers in real time on a
standard PC. The data is sent via a serial link to a
separate PC running software to render virtual
graphics, which are then overlaid on the camera
image using a keyer. We have recently licensed
this
technology
to
RT
Software
Ltd.
(www.rtsw.co.uk), who also produce the rendering
software we are using for this demonstration. The
system was first used live on-air on the Election
Night programme, and has also been used in
BBC3 series ‘Body Hits’ and the FA Cup Final
coverage.

Piero - sports graphics and virtual views
The Piero sports
graphics system is a
new product based
on our work on 3D
scene analysis and
camera
position
calculation. It was
recently commercialised by BBC Broadcast
(www.bbcbroadcast.com). Using the view from a
single camera, the system can separate football
players from the pitch and work out their 3D
positions, in order to generate a 3D model of the
game that can be viewed from an arbitrary position.
Players can also be tracked, and various graphics
(such as off-side lines) can be drawn, which remain
‘tied’ to the pitch as the camera moves. The
system has been developed in close collaboration
with BBC Sport and BBC Resources, and has been
used on Match of the Day and coverage of the Six
Nations rugby championship. The Piero system is
being demonstrated in the ‘TechnoTunnel’. Some
of our current work on virtual view generation and
marker-free camera tracking (see over) could feed
into future versions of Piero.

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk

Research & Development
Multi-camera virtual view generation
To generate models that
can be viewed from a
wider range of angles than
is possible with the singlecamera approach used in
Piero, we are developing
multi-camera 3D modelling methods based on the
work we started in the EU-funded ‘Origami’ project.
Working with BBC Sport and OBs, we have
produced some early results from a 16-camera
shoot at Old Trafford. We are also developing
methods to improve the matching of lighting when
a 3D model is captured in one environment (e.g. a
studio) and then rendered in a different
environment (e.g. outdoors).
This involves
capturing the different light situations using a ‘fisheye’ camera, and estimating the reflective nature of
the model surface (specular or diffuse).

MATRIS – marker-free camera tracking
To insert virtual objects into a
real TV image, it is
necessary to know the exact
position and orientation of
the camera, so that the
objects appear ‘locked’ to the
scene. Currently this requires a special tracking
system (such as the BBC-developed free-d system)
to be fitted in a studio, or requires the use of pan/tilt
heads fitted with sensors (as used for the Piero
system). MATRIS is a collaborative EU-funded
project to develop a real-time marker-free tracking
system, to make it easier and cheaper to insert
graphics in real-time. In place of special markers,
the MATRIS system uses naturally-occurring
features as ‘beacons’ for triangulation, together
with data from an inertial motion sensor. Our
project work includes the development of tracking
methods optimised for broadcast applications, such
as tracking lines in sports images. Other partners
are developing tracking methods that use other
naturally-occurring features such as patches of rich
texture. Further details are on the project website
www.ist-matris.org.

Automated shot capture and composition
With the ever-growing
demand for programme
content coupled with the
requirement to reduce
production costs, we
have been looking at
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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whether object tracking and scene understanding
technologies can be used to automate camera
control, shot framing and vision mixing for some
simple applications. We are demonstrating two
possible application areas:
 Automated re-framing of content shot for
widescreen (or HD) programmes to suit
smaller-screen devices such as PDAs – for
example, to provide a streamed output of news
programmes, with the shots re-framed to
provide close-ups of the person speaking.
 Automated control of robotic cameras to
provide specified shots of a presenter or
sportsman – for example, to provide a ‘selfoperated’ studio, or to provide coverage of the
lower courts at Wimbledon without the need for
additional operators.
The system tracks the position of the subjects (e.g.
presenters or players) by analysing images from
one or more cameras. It also analyses the audio to
identify particular sounds (e.g. a ball being hit) or to
identify which of the subjects is speaking. The
system then infers the ‘state’ of the scene (e.g. ‘ball
in play’ or ‘presenter on the left speaking’) by
applying artificial intelligence techniques to the
audio and visual tracking data.
A set of ‘shot framing’ rules are then used to
determine the kind of shot required (close-up, wide
shot, and so on), and the required image is
obtained either by controlling a robotic camera
head, or extracting the required image portion from
an existing camera feed.

Marker-free real-virtual interaction
The multi-camera 3D
tracking technology we
have developed can also
be applied to track
people or objects in order
to
allow
interaction
between real and virtual elements in a scene. We
are demonstrating an example of such an
application, which uses two fixed cameras to track
the 3D position of a hand-held ball. This allows the
creation of a ‘virtual painting’ in space which can be
viewed from a moveable studio camera equipped
with the free-d tracking system.
For more information on these
www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/virtual

projects,

see

Contact: graham.thomas@rd.bbc.co.uk
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The BBC R&D RC4/507 Diversity Receiver
The RC4/507 Diversity Receiver is a new dual channel diversity receiver for use with R&D’s existing
range of 2.5 GHz digital radio camera equipment.The receiver incorporates a high performance dual
tuner module for optimum RF performance and provides two powerful forms of diversity reception that
may be used independently or combined.
The receiver accepts two IF inputs in the range 150-250 MHz from a pair of Head-end units. In a typical
arrangement, each Head-end receives the same signal but fed from different antenna locations.These
signals are then down-converted, demodulated and combined with the required diversity technique.
The recovered digital video and audio is then presented for broadcast.
This unit is capable of delivering exceedingly robust reception using the BBC’s patented ‘Covert’ 2-way
Maximal Ratio Combining technique. Where additional diversity is required, units may be cascaded using
Packet Switched diversity between the receivers.This would typically be used to extend receiver
coverage over contiguous yet disparate geographical areas. For example, providing seamless reception
whilst moving from outside to inside a building.The packet switching diversity interfaces are compatible
with the existing RC4/505 design.
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The unit has been designed for ease of use, minimising rigging time and complexity. When used together
with BBC R&D CO2/564 head-end units, head-end cable attenuation compensation and band selection
is automatically performed by the system.

The BBC R&D RC4/507 Diversity Receiver
Specifications
General Features
• Advanced dual DVB-T (single ensemble) receiver architecture.
• 2-way ‘Covert’ (MRC) diversity reception.
• Multiple receiver units (each incorporating 2-way ‘Covert’ diversity) may be cascaded using ‘Packet Switched’
diversity reception to increase reception area and/or increase the robustness of the received signal.
• Low latency MPEG-2 Video Decoder.
• Supplies phantom power to two LNB head-end units, each with a nominal 30 V DC at 0.5 A.
These supplies are protected against short circuits and may be disabled if required.
• Automatic head-end cable attenuation compensation and frequency band selection. Reduces rigging time
and complexity.
• Can receive two camera transmissions at different frequencies from a single multi-camera head-end.
This allows support of the BBC R&D TM3/503 Tunable Transposer.
• Intuitive front panel LCD display and user control interface.
• Housed in a compact robust 19" rack mountable 1U enclosure, size (h)44 × (w)440 × (d)500 mm, weight 8.2 Kg.
• Mains or battery powered (110-240 Vrms AC) or (19-34 V DC) respectively.
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Connection Details
IF Inputs (×2)

Frequency range 150-250 MHz in 1 MHz steps
50 Ω N-Type connectors, Impedance 75 Ω

Multi-camera Outputs (×2)

IF input loop through to feed other receivers
50 Ω BNC connector, Impedance 75 Ω

Spectrum Analyser Output

Buffered IF input signal for monitoring
50 Ω BNC connector, Impedance 50 Ω

Diversity Input

DVB-ASI format
50 Ω BNC connector, Impedance 75 Ω

Diversity Output

DVB-ASI format
50 Ω BNC connector, Impedance 75 Ω

Power Inlet

Power consumption <100W
AC: IEC male connector
DC: XLR 4-way male connector

Digital Video Outputs (×2)

270 Mb/s SDI with embedded dual channel audio
Aspect ratio 4:3 or anamorphic 16:9
50 Ω BNC connector, Impedance 75 Ω

Analogue Video Outputs

Both composite and S-video outputs are available for monitoring purposes.
50 Ω BNC connector and Mini DIN socket respectively

Digiital Audio Outputs

AES-3-1992 / EBU
XLR 3 plug

Analogue Audio Outputs

Balanced stereo pair
2x XLR 3 plug

Aux. Control Interface

Serial RS-232
9 way D-type male

Performance
•
•
•
•

Noise Figure
Input 3rd Order Intercept
IF Selectivity
Microphony

≤ 7.5 dB over 140 MHz to 260 MHz
≥ −3 dBm
> 75 dB (at 6.2 MHz offset)
Resistant to microphonic effects

For further details, contact Mark Waddell, tel: 01737 839528
The information provided in this document is provisional and may be subject to change.

The BBC R&D CO2/564 Multi-camera Head-end
The Multi-camera Head-end forms part of BBC R&D’s range of digital radio camera equipment.
It receives 2.5 GHz signals transmitted by up to six radio cameras, and converts them to a lower frequency
suitable for sending down a cable to a receiver/demodulator.
The Head-end simultaneously down-converts the signals from up to six digital radio cameras from the
2.5 GHz band to an IF centred on 200 MHz band. It provides adjustable gain so that a cable with up to
40 dB of loss can be used between the BBC’s Multi-camera Head-end and the radio camera Compact
Receiver. On power-up the Multi-camera Head-end sends a 204 MHz test tone to the radio camera
Compact Receiver.The latter measures the received level of the test tone and gauges the cable loss
allowing automatic adjustment of the Multi-camera Head-end gain to match the cable loss. Hence the gain
of the Multi-camera Head-end is always set at the optimum level for noise and inter-modulation performance.
Although the Multi-camera Head-end is fitted with an interface for local monitoring and control to ease
rigging, it is envisaged that monitoring and control would usually be done by the Compact Receiver.
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Physically, the equipment comprises a modified Gigawave ‘MVL’ chassis.The user interface is designed for
simple monitoring and control.
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The BBC R&D CO2/564 Multi-camera Head-end
Specifications
General Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed for use in both studios and outside broadcasts.
Housed in a Gigawave MVL chassis system, size 142 mm by 142 mm by 240 mm.
Possesses LCD dot-matrix display and ‘turn-and-push’ knob as the user interface.
Provided with mounting spigots for attachment to ‘Magic Arm’ and standard OB tripod.
Weight, not including attachments, nominally 5 kg.
SHF input mounted on the rear panel; IF output/ DC input and all controls and indications
mounted on the front panel.
• Ruggedised for transport and use in a vehicle.
• Remote control from radio camera Compact Receiver.

Connection Details
Power Input

‘Lemo’ chassis-mounted socket. Centre pin live.
11 – 36V DC; 13 W nominal power consumption.

SHF Input

Standard 50 Ω ‘Type N’ fixed socket.
Channel centres, 2.38 GHz to 2.68 GHz in three 100 MHz wide bands.
‘Phantom’ power, +12 V DC at 100 mA maximum.

VHF (IF) Output

‘Lemo’ chassis mounted socket.
Channel centres 150 MHz to 250 MHz.

Performance
• Centre frequency variation
• Conversion gain (at band centre)
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• Gain slope across band

•
•
•
•

Number of cameras
Noise figure
Input 3rd order intercept
Maximum input power

Within 5 ppm over temperature and time.
8 dB – 48 dB dependent on required
cable compensation.
within 4 dB from bottom to top of band
to provide some cable equalisation
(auto-compensating with cable length in future issues).
Up to six within a 120 MHz wide sub-band.
<5 dB over 140 MHz – 260 MHz.
>−10 dBm.
−24 dBm.

For further details, contact Peter Moss, tel: 01737 839542

The information provided in this document is provisional and may be subject to change.

The BBC R&D CO2/565 Single-camera Head-end
The Single-camera Head-end forms part of BBC R&D’s range of digital radio camera
equipment. It receiver the 2.5 GHz signal transmitted by the radio camera, and converts
it to a lower frequency suitable for sending down a cable to a receiver/demodulator.
The Head-end uses an I/Q down-converter to provide a direct down-conversion from
2.5 GHz to baseband. Filtering is done at baseband frequencies, so bulky and expensive
microwave filters are not required to provide rejection of adjacent channel interference.
The Head-end includes up-converter to convert the baseband signals to a fixed VHF
channel, and uses an automatic gain control (AGC) system to maintain a constant output
level of −30 dBm to feed a radio camera Compact Receiver, thereby allowing cable-length
independent operation.
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The Single-camera Head-end has no controls, but tri-colour LEDs indicate the status of
the device.The Head-end is completely ‘plug and play’ as it is controlled remotely by the
Compact receiver, which detects its presence and tunes it automatically.
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The BBC R&D CO2/565 Single-camera Head-end
Specifications
General Features
• Designed for use in both studios and outside broadcasts.
• Housed in a custom miniature chassis system, size 145 mm by 140 mm by 55 mm.
• Possesses four tri-colour LEDs as status indicators (two of these are duplicates to provide
visibility from all angles).
• Weight, nominally 1.0 kg.
• Input and output connectors mounted on the front panel.
• ‘Plug and play’, remote control from radio camera Compact Receiver.
• Compatible with single and dual ensemble systems.

Connection Details
SHF Input

Chassis mounted BNC socket (50 Ω).

Power Input

Chassis mounted BNC socket (50 Ω). Centre pin live.
30V DC; 7.5 W nominal power consumption.

VHF (IF) Output

Chassis mounted BNC socket (50 Ω), which doubles as the
power socket.

Performance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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*

Channel centres
Maximum input power
Sensitivity*
Input 3rd order intercept
Output frequency
Centre frequency variation
Output level
Sideband suppression

2.38 GHz to 2.68 GHz.
−25 dBm
−79 dBm
>−15 dBm.
150 MHz
Within 5 ppm over temperature and time.
−30 dBm ± 2 dBm
−30 dB with respect to ensemble.

The sensitivity figures relate to the signal level required to achieve a reference BER of 2 × 10-4 post-Viterbi,
for the 64 QAM, rate ½ modulation mode. −79 dBm is equivalent to a noise figure of 7 dB.

For further details, contact Peter Moss, tel: 01737 839542

The information provided in this document is provisional and may be subject to change.

The BBC R&D TM3/503 Tunable Transposer
The TM3/503 Tunable Transposer complements the existing range of 2.5 GHz digital radio camera
equipment developed at BBC R&D. It serves two main functions: firstly, it allows the radio camera to be
used when there is no line-of-sight between the radio camera and the receiving station; and secondly it
can extend the range of the radio camera where a large area is to be covered. Because it includes a
power amplifier, the Transposer is readily usable at distances in excess of 1 km from the receiving station.
By using combinations of Transposers, Multi-camera Head-ends and ‘Covert’ Receivers, sophisticated
diversity arrangements are easily arranged.
To keep production costs low without compromising performance, novel circuitry is used within the
Transposer.The incoming signal (normally twin 8 MHz COFDM ensembles) is directly converted to a
zero intermediate frequency or ‘baseband’. After tight filtering, the signal is modulated on to a suppressed
carrier at the final frequency and amplified to a maximum power of 400 mW. Special automatic
arrangements overcome the usual problems associated with direct conversion, such as carrier leakage
and imbalance of the baseband signal paths.
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Physically, the equipment makes use of a modified Gigawave ‘MVL’ chassis system. The user interface is
designed for simple operation by technical and non-technical staff alike.
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The BBC R&D TM3/503 Tunable Transposer
Specifications
General Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed for use in both studios and outside broadcasts.
Housed in a Gigawave MVL chassis system, size 142 mm by 142 mm by 240 mm.
Possesses LCD dot-matrix display and ‘turn-and-push’ knob as the user interface.
Provided with mounting spigots for attachment to ‘Magic Arm’ and standard OB tripod.
Weight, not including attachments, nominally 5.2 kg.
SHF input mounted on the rear panel; SHF and IF outputs and all controls and indications mounted on
the front panel.
Ruggedised for transport and use in a vehicle.

•

Suitable for powering from a 12 V lead-acid battery.

Connection Details
Power Input

4-pin XLR chassis-mounted plug: pin 1, 0 V; pin 4, positive.
10 – 17 V DC; 24 W maximum.
Provided with a switch and resettable circuit-breaker.

SHF Input

Standard 50 Ω ‘Type N’ fixed socket.
Channel centres, 2.48 GHz to 2.68 GHz.
Channel width, 20 MHz; tuning step size, 2 MHz.
Useful input power range, −78 dBm to −23 dBm.
Adjustable ‘soft’ mute.
‘Phantom’ power, +12 V DC at 100 mA maximum.

Standard 50 Ω ‘Type N’ fixed socket.
Frequency, 2.08 GHz to 2.38 GHz.
Tuning step size, 1 MHz.
Output power, +10, +13, +17, +20, +23, +26 dBm (selectable).
VSWR protected.
Note: The Transposer may also be configured to provide its output in the range 2.48 GHz. Special filters must
then be fitted internally to prevent the possibility of ‘howl-around’. The available output power is reduced by
about 1 dB.
SHF Output

IF Output

Provided for monitoring purposes.
Standard 50 Ω ‘BNC’ fixed socket.
Nominal centre frequency, 150 MHz.
Nominal power, −30 dBm.
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Performance
•
•
•

Centre frequency variation
Noise and intermodulation products
Spurious emissions

•
•

Equivalent noise degradation (END)
Adjacent channel protection
(20 MHz separation)
Selectivity
Susceptibility to ‘howl-around’

•
•

Within 5 ppm over temperature and time.
< −33 dBc at 500 kHz from ensemble edges.
In accordance with ETSI EN 302 064.
< −90 dB between 2.47 GHz and 2.69 GHz.
< 0.5 dB, for 64 QAM, Rate 1/2 modulation.
Wanted signal at −50 dBm and similar interferer
at −30 dBm: additional END < 0.5 dB.
> 75 dB at 12.2 MHz offset.
Input and output frequencies separated by 100 MHz
and output power set to maximum: −32 dB coupling
between input and output increases END by < 0.5 dB.

For further details, contact Peter Moss, tel: 01737 839542
The information provided in this document is provisional and may be subject to change.

The BBC R&D AM14/567 Tunable YIG Preamplifier
The AM14/567 Tunable YIG Preamplifier forms part of the BBC R&D’s range of 2.5 GHz digital
radio camera equipment.This phantom-powered unit is an optional standalone module to be
fitted at the front-end of the receiver in the Digital Radio Camera system.This unit provides
pre-amplification and filtering of the required RF signal before passing to the existing Head end.
It allows, in a single-camera operation, filtering of the received signal from the antenna before it
propagates down the receiver chain. In this way high-level adjacent interferers are prevented from
corrupting the wanted signal.
There are two main modules in this unit; the preamplifier (low-noise amplifier) and the YIG filter.
The preamplifier in the unit has been optimally designed with a combination of high gain, high
third-order intercept point and very low noise figure (less than 2 dB).The power consumption of
this preamplifier is very low and it is definitely an added benefit for this phantom powered unit.
The ability to tune a narrow filter at a high frequency has been addressed by using a Yttrium Iron
Garnet (YIG) filter that has a very high Q.The YIG filter is able to maintain its bandpass filtering
characteristic over a wide frequency range.
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This unit has a simple user interface and it is easy to operate.

input
(2.5 GHz)

roofing
filter

output
(2.5 GHz)
LNA

bias-tee

YIG filter

power in

power

I tuning

switch-mode
power supply

current
driver
V control

LCD
screen

controller
power

power
voltage
regulator

The BBC R&D AM14/567 Tunable YIG Preamplifier
Specifications
General Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed for use in both studios and outside broadcasts.
Housed in a custom miniature chassis system, size 145 mm by 140 mm by 55 mm.
Weight, nominally 1.0 kg.
Input and output connectors mounted on both side panels.
LCD frequency display and push buttons as the user interface.
LED status indicator.

Connection Details
Power Input

‘Phantom’ power, +12 V DC; 1.2 W maximum (from SHF Output).
Centre pin live.

SHF Output

Standard 50 Ω ‘Type N’ fixed socket.

SHF Output

Standard 50 Ω ‘Type N’ fixed socket.

Performance (typical)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Channel centres
Tunable YIG filter 3 dB bandwidth
Power gain
Noise figure
Third-order input intercept point
Input reflection coefficient
Output reflection coefficient

2.38 GHz to 2.68 GHz
28 MHz
10 ± 1 dB
< 2.5 dB
> +14 dBm
< −12 dB
< −11 dB

For further details, contact Peter Moss, tel: 01737 839542
The information provided in this document is provisional and may be subject to change.

Design Systems
Real Time 3D Information Graphics

In a 'live' TV environment, you need
to know that your information graphic
systems won't let you down.
At Design Systems we have unrivalled experience
and expertise handling raw data from the world of:

Virtual Cameras &
Tied-to-Field Graphics

Sport Results & Analysis

Sport
Elections
Weather
We offer producers and broadcasters the opportunity
to make more out of the content they already have.

Telemetry & Tracking Systems

By combining the power of 3D computers with data
and image recognition we are creating new ways of
"telling the story".
Data is an important and undervalued resource, and
our primary skills are in building robust systems,
interfacing with all kinds of data and driving all kinds
of graphics equipment.

Weather Reports

Our award winning design teams create graphic
elements, on-screen branding and novel 3D concepts,
to bring the data and results to life for any screen
based media: TV, PC and mobile.

Parliamentary Elections

www.bbcbroadcast.com/designsystems/

b

Tel: 00 44 (0)20 8576 7402
andy.townsend@bbc.co.uk
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Welcome to Spectrum Planning Group

We provide expert advice to other parts of the BBC on all matters of:
x obtaining access to suitable spectrum for terrestrial broadcasting
x specification of transmitters and transmitter networks to fulfil the BBC’s
requirements, and checking that the specifications have been met
x protecting our use of the radio spectrum against interference from other
transmissions and the effects of developments of large buildings
Our principal client is Distribution, the part of the BBC that manages contracts with
the transmission providers, but we also carry out work for Radio & Music
Interactive, Nations & Regions, Resources, and some other divisions.
We carry out research and planning work for all the BBC’s domestic terrestrial
services, analogue and digital, radio and television. We also conduct research into
new systems, yet to be exploited, including DVB-H and DRM, and we provide
advice on spectrum use for radio microphones and radio cameras. Our advice is
founded on a wealth of practical experience, having witnessed the implementation
of our plans countless times. We use a combination of computer prediction, based
on software tools we have created and optimised for terrestrial broadcasting in the
UK, and field surveys using vehicle adaptations designed to meet our needs.
In the course of our work we interface with and assist many other organisations
including Ofcom, SwitchCo, DTG, DRDB, ITU, CEPT, EBU and the transmission
providers, Crown Castle and Arqiva (the new name for NTL Broadcast). Often, our
work brings benefit to the whole UK broadcasting industry.
Presently, in our biggest project, we are working with industry to plan digital
television switch over. This will require the specification of more than 4000 new
DTT transmissions.
sp.head@rd.bbc.co.uk

www.bbc.co.uk/rd/about/researchgroups.shtml
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Subtitling for HDTV
How we might deliver subtitles with HDTV

streams this additional segment would typically be
transmitted once per display set.

The Challenge

The DDS also optionally signals a window within
the image display into which DVB subtitles are to
be rendered. This facilitates the application to HD
services of DVB subtitles rendered for standard
definition (eg. for simulcasting SD & HD). Thus
DVB subtitles rendered for a 720 by 576 image can
be positioned within the HD image in a flexible
manner to suit the service provider (eg. centred
horizontally and at the bottom of the HD frame).

There has been a lot of work done towards defining
the standards for the video and audio components
of any future HDTV service. In contrast, there has,
to date, been little thought applied to how to deliver
subtitles in a manner which suitably complements
the image quality of the video.
The DVB subtitling standard EN 300 743 v1.2.1
(2002-10) provides an excellent method of
delivering bit-mapped graphics with standard
definition digital television.
It allows the
broadcaster to provide subtitles that are clear and
easy to read using suitable proportionately spaced
fonts and antialiassed characters. DVB subtitling is
used in the UK for all services on Freeview and for
many on Digital Cable and is the method
recommended by the EBU for the delivery of
subtitles with digital television.
Now the current DVB subtitling specification has no
explicit constraint on the display image size in the
syntax that would preclude supporting an HD
image plane. Indeed the values of “region width”
and “region height” and of horizontal and vertical
addresses in the on-screen display plane (into
which subtitles are rendered) are signalled with 16bit accuracy whilst object positions within a region
are signalled with 12-bit accuracy.
However there is a current semantic rubric in the
standard that states that the values of these
parameters are expected to fall within the range
0..719 horizontally and 0..575 vertically. This
constraint was inserted in the standard to remind
decoder designers of the practical limits for
standard definition TV.

In the absence of a DDS - eg. in a stream coded in
accordance with EN 300 743 v1.2.1 (2002-10) - a
display width of 720 pixels and a display height of
576 lines may be assumed.
Manufacturers of HD decoders who wish to offer a
means of scaling or positioning the subtitles under
user control (eg. to make them larger or smaller)
can use the information conveyed in the
display_definition_segment to determine safe
strategies for zooming and/or positioning that will
ensure that windowed subtitles can remain visible.
(This could allow products to be offered with some
measure of user-control of subtitle size.)

The Demo
In this demonstration a subtitle stream coded in
accordance with the BBC R&D proposal is being
decoded and positioned over an HDTV image in
the position defined in the DDS.
The font used is Tiresias and the font-size 22
picture lines high on a capital V.

Contacts
thomas.bernard@rd.bbc.co.uk

The Proposed Solution

nick.tanton@rd.bbc.co.uk

BBC R&D propose a minor modification to the DVB
subtitling standard. This involves the addition of a
new data structure which we propose is called the
display_definition_segment (or DDS).
The DDS explicitly signals the display width and
height of the vision image into which the associated
DVB subtitles are to be rendered (eg. into 1920 by
1080, into 1440 by1080, into 1280 by 720 etc.).
The display_definition_segment applies to the
subtitle display set being signalled. For HD subtitle

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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SUPERVOLCANO
1080 High Definition with 5.1 Surround Sound
(Tickets from HDTV Room B109)

A 1080 High Definition Co-production with BBC Science, Discovery Channel, ProSieben, Mediaset
and NHK.
Transmitted on BBC One on Standard Definition
Part 1 shown on Sunday 13th March 2005 9pm
Part 2 shown on Monday 14th March 2005 9pm
Director Tony Mitchell
Producer: Ailsa Orr
Executive Producer: Michael Mosley
German Satellite Channel ProSiebenSat1 broadcast this programme in High Definition across Europe
on 28th April 2005.
More details about the programme and Supervolcanos can be found on the BBC Science & Nature
website at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/tvradio/programmes/supervolcano/index.shtml

5.1 SURROUND SOUND
As has been the case in the cinema, home-theatre advocates are moving toward multi-channel (or
surround) sound. In both cases, better picture quality deserves better sound and with the move to
digital transmission of broadcast signals we have the option of providing something better than just
stereo sound. In the early 1990s, the EBU and ITU-R in Europe and SMPTE in USA agreed in
principle on 5.1 channel sound as the next step on from stereo. In this arrangement, five main
loudspeakers are arranged around the listener, left/centre/right at the front and left-surround/right

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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surround in the rear of the listening area. To support these, a low-frequency-effects channel – the 0.1
in 5.1 – was included as an option.

An early experimental HD production
with multichannel sound at
Wimbledon, 1989

In-house experimental productions have been taking place in the BBC for seven or eight years. At
first these were restricted to sports events, such as Wimbledon, and natural acoustics, such as
Nymans Gardens, but more recently the BBC has been making surround sound mixes for coproductions, such as the Supervolcano programme which we are demonstrating today.
In the home the loudspeakers should be arranged to suit the listener and the room. Obviously there
is a design ideal, but the programme balances should be such that listeners with other arrangements
can also gain a benefit from such new sound services.

Listening room options

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Video Quality and Capacity Planning for DTV
From Freeview to Digital Switchover

Measuring Video Quality

One of R&D's many contributions to the success of
Freeview was the maintenance of video quality
within a more robust signal. The work at R&D to
model the options for populating the multiplexes
enabled the BBC to defend its position against
other proposals and win its bid.

To provide quantitative evidence from our tests we
have used the R&S DVQ as a single ended video
quality measuring device. This gives an estimate of
video quality, based on the level of blocking
artefacts present in the decoded video. Over our
range of video material we plot the cumulative
distribution of the video quality, and compare the
plots for different scenarios.

Unlike commercial channels, where the video
quality needs to be sufficient to attract sufficient
audience for the advertisers, the BBC has to attract
and serve the widest possible audience. It also has
a wider range of programming, including specific
genres such as major national events, high quality
wildlife series, lively childrens channels and
gardening, all of which can be very hard to code.
Squeezing in additional TV channels by reducing
the video resolution, applying noise reduction and
low pass filtering to this kind of programme will
result in dull lifeless and unattractive pictures.
Our tests have shown that, whilst MPEG-2 coders
have continued to improve since the launch of
Freeview, the improvements are still not sufficient
to enable the BBC to add more video channels to a
16QAM multiplex without significantly affecting the
quality delivered to our viewers. However, an
approach has been formulated and demonstrated
whereby the quality of our premium services,
particularly BBC ONE and BBC TWO could be
protected whilst the video quality of the some of
the other services could adapt to meet the
changing demands of the platform.
Further work will be required once decisions are
made about the structure of the new multiplexes in
order to optimise the arrangement of the BBC's
services, and to evaluate any further changes to
commercially available video coding technology.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Picture Quality CDF's - DTT England BBC TWO
Reference - Easy and Hard to code models
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Cumulative Distribution

With the approach of digital switchover, further
scenario modelling for the possible new multiplex
layouts is being carried out. This time the stakes
are higher. Whereas with Freeview, we were
offering an alternative to analogue BBC ONE and
BBC TWO, for switchover the digital service will be
a direct replacement. Our audience will expect
video quality from the digital platform which is at
least as good as that of analogue.
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Whilst this method has the advantage of being
relatively fast, low cost and able to run 24/7, it can
only be used to compare the results from the same
coders. Changing the video encoder or even
changing input settings like low pass filtering alters
the relationship between the artefacts and
perceived quality. In this case extensive viewing
tests are currently the only practicable option.

Viewing Tests
Full scale video quality viewing tests provide good
accuracy, but are time consuming, expensive to
perform, and are only carried out on short clips of
material. When testing a wide range of different
options through different coder/statmux options
with many hours of television material such formal
viewing tests are not possible.
At this point we rely on "expert" viewers, who can
identify and understand the video impairments and
provide a reasonably reliable opinion. However, by
their very nature, an expert viewer will perceive
video quality in a way which is quite unlike the
wider television general audience. So the BBC has
very occasionally carried out over-the-air tests of
channel configurations to verify test results against
audience opinion. These have had the added
benefit of enabling key stakeholders to see the
results before taking major decisions.
Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Influences on Video Quality

Advice to Programme Makers

The quality of the video, as seen by the viewer at
home, doesn't just depend on the available bit rate
for the broadcast coder. It depends on the entire
history of the video signal, from the lighting and
shot composition, through the choice of camera
and recording medium, be it film, DV, Digibeta or
an HDTV format. The post production, playout and
distribution chain also play their part.

Despite all the work that goes into setting up the
BBC's digital TV systems, it is inevitable with the
constraints of bit rate and costs, some programmes
will be significantly impaired by MPEG-2
compression. BBC R&D can carry out tests for
BBC programme staff using our test system to
identify the causes of poor coding quality and offer
advice as to how to optimise video quality in the
future, whilst keeping costs under control.

If at any point in the chain, noise, distortion or
compression artefacts get into the video signal,
then they will reduce the quality of the video
delivered by the final MPEG-2 emission coder. So
any improvements to the production chain will
contribute to the result seen by our viewers. The
move to HD production should improve video
quality because it will bring in new cameras and
problems like aliasing and aperture response are
reduced by careful conversion to SD.

Through the Broadcast Chain
At the shoot; the use of higher lighting levels can
reduce the presence of video noise or film grain,
whilst the selection of a recording format good
enough to convey the level of detail required avoids
compression artefacts. Reducing the depth of field
can reduce the level of background detail, whilst
the use of tripods and other camera stabilising
devices reduces the amount of unwanted motion.
In post production; it is preferable to edit in the
same format as that used for the shoot, removing
the need to decode and recode the video. Ideally
the delivery and playout format should match that
used in post production or if not, the format chosen
should be as high quality as is practicable.
With live programmes; the use of PAL analogue
or MPEG-2 encoded links will impact on final video
quality, as can long analogue cable runs. Other
processes such as aspect ratio conversion, slow
motion replay equipment and special effects, can
produce video which is more difficult to code.
The distribution chain; MPEG-2 long GoP
encoding is currently used to deliver some
channels around the country prior to broadcast
encoding. A forthcoming change from this
architecture to one using SDI links will improve
broadcast quality, and the possibility of centralised
coding of English regional services would enable
the use of statistical multiplexing across all these
services.
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Contact: mike.armstrong@rd.bbc.co.uk

Quality Measurements for HDTV & IPTV
The extension of the BBC's output to broadband
and HD platforms brings with it the problem of
trying to quantify video quality with new coding
schemes. Double-ended PSNR measurement,
where the decoded video is compared, pixel by
pixel, with the source, can be used for short
controlled lab tests. (See the Enterprise Content
Management Project section on Picture Quality
during Production for further details.) However,
PSNR is unusable over long test runs or where
there is no access to the source material, e.g.
off-air testing.
For the new advanced video coding schemes
we need a new approach to video quality
measurement which includes single ended
measurements across a range of formats. Work
has begun over the past year to identify, and
model a number of candidate measurements of
a video signal which, when combined, could
give useful results. Initial tests have
demonstrated the detection of coding artefacts
in real time from decoded H264 on a frame by
frame basis.
Considerably more work will be required to
relate this artefact measurement back to the
perceived video quality, before this can be of
any practical use. Other measurements will be
needed to detect problems with motion and loss
of detail.
One further use of this work could be in tracking
the accumulation of compression artefacts in a
video signal through the production chain. It
might be possible to use this sort of
measurement as part of the conformance testing
of programmes.

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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All the things you never knew about WiFi
Introduction

Frequencies

Wireless computer networks are increasingly
important, but how much do you know about them?
How much do you need to know in order to use
them sensibly and safely? This handout attempts to
provide some of the background you need in an
easy-to-use form which you can use as a reference.

Alphabet Soup

The IEEE802.11 (WiFi) computer networks
currently in use operate in one of two frequency
bands. These are both unlicensed, meaning that
anyone can legitimately use them for anything at
any time subject to very few controls. If your
network stops working because of something
someone else is doing, you have very little
comeback against them.

IEEE802.11, or WiFi, is infamous for the alphabet
soup of different standards. It’s not quite as
confusing as it seems at first sight, however, and the
common standards can be broken down into two
groups, the “core” standards and “additions” which
enhance the core standards. Various manufacturers
have also developed proprietary extensions to the
standards which are (mostly) compatible at least to
some extent.

The older IEEE802.11 standards (including
IEEE802.11b, IEEE802.11g and the original
IEEE802.11) use the 2·4GHz Industrial Scientific
and Medical (ISM) band. This band is also used by
Bluetooth and microwave ovens, both of which can
interfere with .11b/g networks. One of the big
problems with the 2·4GHz band is that there are
only three channels available which don’t interfere
with one another.

Core standards (in roughly chronological order):
xIEEE802.11b: 11Mbit/s, 2·4GHz
xIEEE802.11g: 54Mbit/s, 2·4GHz
xIEEE802.11a: 54Mbit/s, 5GHz (USA)
xIEEE802.11h: 54Mbit/s, 5GHz (Europe)
xIEEE802.11j: 54Mbit/s, 5GHz (Japan)
xIEEE802.11n: >100Mbit/s, 2·4 & 5GHz (draft)

Later standards use the 5GHz band which has up to
23 channels available. Unfortunately .11a cannot
cover as large an area as the 2·4GHz .11b/g systems
due to the increased loss of walls etc. IEEE802.11a
equipment is quite hard to find at present.

Additions:
xIEEE802.11e: Quality of Service
xIEEE802.1x: Security (not a “.11” standard)
xIEEE802.11i: Wireless Security
Proprietary extensions:
xSuper-G: 108Mbit/s, 2·4GHz
xSuper-A: 108Mbit/s, 5GHz
xPre-N: 108Mbit/s, 2·4GHz (& 5GHz soon)

Throughput
WiFi networks promise throughput figures such as
54Mbit/s, however they rarely deliver these
headline figures. A typical .11g network, with a
claimed throughput of 54Mbit/s, might sustain
30Mbit/s under near-ideal conditions. As the
distance between transmitter and receiver increases,
or as more stations try to connect, the aggregate
throughput drops quite rapidly until eventually the
network becomes a not-work.
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

The IEEE are currently working on the new
IEEE802.11n standard which can use either band. It
also employs modern technologies such as MIMO
(an extension of diversity) to offer increased
performance. It is expected that this standard will
offer real-world throughput above 100Mbit/s, and
in ideal circumstances may even exceed 200Mbit/s.

Unicast, Broadcast or Multicast?
The IEEE802.11 standards were originally
developed to support traditional network
applications such as email, access to file-servers
and web-surfing.
All of these are unicast
applications: in effect a “telephone call” between
two computers. This is very different to the world
of television where we are used to broadcasting one
signal to millions of receivers simultaneously.
WiFi networks could create multiple unicast links
to simulate broadcasting, however this is very
wasteful of the available throughput so WiFi
networks can also broadcast data, but at a price.

Email: info@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Wireless networks are designed to cope with the
fact that some of the packets (analogous to
postcards) may be lost or corrupted “in the air” by
the receiver acknowledging each and every one. If
the
transmitter
does
not
receive
the
acknowledgement, it assumes the packet was lost
and re-sends it after a short delay.
This simple “re-transmit on no acknowledgement”
model fails when broadcasting for two reasons.
First, the storm of the acknowledgements would
rapidly flood the entire network and prevent any
more data being sent. Second, since the transmitter
has no idea how many replies it should be
expecting, it cannot know when one is missing. For
this reason, acknowledgements are not sent for
broadcast data in WiFi networks.
Multicast is a form of broadcast where receivers
“subscribe” to the broadcast. When no receivers are
subscribed, networking equipment can “turn off”
the multicast in that part of the network
temporarily, thus saving bandwidth.

TCP or UDP?
WiFi networks normally carry Internet Protocol (IP)
data.
IP has two variants: TCP and UDP
(Transmission Control Protocol and User Datagram
Protocol respectively). TCP offers reliable twoway data connections, but is unsuitable for
broadcast applications as, like WiFi, it uses
acknowledgements to achieve the reliability.
With UDP, packets are not acknowledged. The
receiver must expect packets to arrive out-of-order,
or not at all, and take appropriate steps to ensure the
service continues to operate. This can be achieved
by any number of means, perhaps using additional
error correcting packets to reconstruct the missing
packets, concealing errors by repeating parts of the
image, or by freeze-framing the video.

Quality of Service
WiFi networks were originally designed to support
lots of users using the network at the same time to
access emails, web pages and file servers. Typically
each user will only make sporadic requests for data,
and a “first-come-first-served” sharing of the
network resources gives adequate performance until
the number of users increases or large file
downloads are attempted.

Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/
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Streaming video or audio, however, is not like
reading emails or accessing files. Streams require
both high bandwidth and timely delivery which
cannot be achieved with simple first-come-firstserved sharing of the network. The IEEE802.11e
standard provides a number of mechanisms to
improve
network
performance
for
these
applications by prioritising data based upon its type,
e.g. audio before video before email and so on.
IEEE802.11e also tries to reduce the likelihood of
two network devices trying to access the network at
the same instant, again improving the apparent
quality of the network and, in effect, reserving some
of the capacity for specific uses.

Security
Security is a consideration in any wireless system
and public hotspots need to be accessible while
corporate networks must remain private. Security
should be considered as a merger of three distinct
concepts:
xConfidentiality: making sure that the data on
the network can only be used by the intended
recipient but not by any eavesdroppers
xIntegrity: ensuring that the data received has
not be altered or corrupted en route, nor is it an
earlier session being re-played
xAuthentication: ensuring that the data is sent
by the user it claims to be from, and that a
legitimate session cannot be hi-jacked
Many WiFi users mistakenly rely on Wired
Equivalent Privacy (WEP) for network security.
WEP was primarily intended to provide
confidentiality by encrypting the data, but it uses an
implementation which has been comprehensively
cracked and now offers little protection. WPA, the
WiFi Protected Area or IEEE802.11i, is the
replacement for WEP and currently provides some
degree of both confidentiality and integrity.
Significantly, neither WEP nor WPA address
authentication, leaving this to the EAP family of
protocols from the confusingly named IEEE802.1x
standard (IEEE802.11x is something completely
different). Nor do WEP or WPA protect the data on
the network beyond the access point. Technologies
such as VPN, IPSec or SSL must be used to address
this very real need.

Contact: mike.ellis@rd.bbc.co.uk
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Wireless Production
What is wireless production?

Can’t we do it already?

Put simply, wireless production is any television,
radio or web production that takes place with fewer,
or ideally no, wires. Anyone who has seen a
television programme being made will have
undoubtedly seen many, many cables on the floor.
These are needed to get the pictures back from the
cameras, the sound back from the microphones,
feed the monitors and loudspeakers around the set,
connect the teleprompt, control the quiz’s scoring
system – the list just goes on and on.

Up to a point, yes. BBC R&D developed the first
successful analogue radio camera, which is still in
widespread use. More recently, a digital radio
camera has been developed by
us that offers an unparalleled
combination
of
artistic
freedom, picture quality and
reliability of reception. We
have also produced the
Floorman system that replaces
the floor monitors with a
lightweight miniature TV,
allowing the director to walk around the studio floor
yet still see exactly what they would normally see
on the monitor stacks in the gallery.

Why bother?
Each and every cable used has to be uncoiled,
tested, used, and then coiled back up again when
the programme has been made. It is not uncommon
for cables to be damaged whilst in use, resulting in
lost time while the faulty cable is identified,
untangled, and finally replaced.
Cables cost time in
many other ways
too.
Sometimes
people trip over the
cables,
causing
scenes to be re-shot
to eliminate the
sound of their fall.
Sometimes scenes have to be re-shot because the
cables have moved into places where they can be
seen. Often camera moves have to be very carefully
planned to prevent the cables becoming knotted
together, sometimes restricting the artistic effect the
director is striving to achieve. For standing sets
with wild walls (such as the interior scenes in
EastEnders), the cables can become entangled in the
scenery as it is moved, losing yet more studio time
and sometimes causing accidents.
At least in a studio, there are plenty of fixed points
around the walls for the equipment to connect to.
On location, or at an Outside Broadcast, every
single cable has to be manually run into position.
This can often involve many miles of cable and
many days of effort to install and test the cables,
and almost as long again to pack them up
afterwards.
Web: http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/

Up until now, however, very little has been done to
address all of the other cables in the studio, nor to
integrate the many different systems we use. For
example, there is no way for script updates to
automatically update the teleprompter, nor is there a
device combining Floorman with a simple lighting
control console for the Lighting Director to use.

What is R&D working on now?
Both the Digital Radio Camera and Floorman build
upon the work done at BBC R&D to develop digital
television – indeed, many of the silicon chips used
are also found in your Freeview box at home.
Because they are manufactured in huge quantities
for the domestic use, the prices are relatively low. If
one technology from the home can be used in the
TV studio, are there any others? One particularly
promising technology is WiFi (IEEE802.11) which
many people use to surf the world-wide web on
their laptop computer or PDA whilst sitting in their
gardens, at conferences or in airports. Unfortunately
there are some drawbacks that make it tricky to use
for carrying much of the data in a TV studio.
BBC R&D is working with the computer industry
and other parts of the BBC to fully understand these
drawbacks and develop extensions to WiFi that will
allow consumer computer equipment to be used
productively inside the TV production process.
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